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Abstract
Manufacturing companies have reorganised their value chains and outsourced their non-core
activities at an increasing rate during the last two decades. The importance of subcontractors has
grown both from the economic and production point of view. The new manufacturing paradigm that
emphases outsourcing, co-operation, networking and agility is much discussed on the general level,
but very little empirical research has been done on these issues. The main aim of the study is to
increase the understanding of the evolution process of subcontracting chains and explain the
managerial aspects connected with the subcontractors' evolution.
In the theoretical part I of the study, the concepts of subcontracting are clarified. The forms to
classify subcontractors are discussed as the structure and development of subcontracting systems. The
lean supply philosophy and manufacturing strategy concept are presented as a basis for the study. The
manufacturing strategy framework for subcontractors is presented.
The empirical findings of this study are based on longitudinal case studies covering the time
period from the early 1980's to the late 1990's. Three cases from the metal and electronics industry
including an OEM and a few subcontractors are presented. The studies focuses on the factors
affecting the evolution of subcontracting, especially the impacts of subcontractors' manufacturing
strategy on supply chain decisions. The implications of the case studies allow a number of
conclusions to be drawn. The main differences from the lean supply theory was in supplier
development and supply chain management practices The production volume, product structure and
supplier base were the most important points affecting the subcontracting chain structure. The process
of assigning manufacturing to subcontractors happened gradually and included critical points, which
should be evaluated. The evolution process of subcontractors from a part supplier towards a system
supplier is discussed. The competitiveness of the subcontractors evolves gradually starting from
quality and adding other capabilities. In order to develop the subcontracting chain the stage of
evolution of subcontractors should be recognised. A conceptual model for four different stages, part,
component, specialist and system supplier, was also created in this study.
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Part I Theories and Models

1 Introduction
During the last two decades there has been a series of business solutions that have
contributed new perspectives to subcontracting in Finland, as well as other western
countries. First, the just-in-time concept introduced in the early 1980’s a philosophy of
supplier-customer interorganisational relationship and production control based on
Japanese experience. Since the early 1980’s manufacturing companies in Finland have
reorganised their value chains and wanted to outsource their non-core activities. The
purchasing emphasis, which involved transformation partnerships with suppliers rather
than the previous adversarial style relationships, has become common. Today European
and Finnish, as well as, US companies are adopting the concept of customer-supplier
partnerships at an increasing rate. This evolution was called the quiet revolution of
industry in the 1980’s. During last decade networks and networking have also been a
very popular issue both in organisational research, as well as every day conversation in
Finland.
Womack and Jones (1996) define the vision of the future organisational model of
manufacturing, the lean enterprise, as a group of individuals, functions, and legally
separate but operationally synchronised companies. This vision of the modern
production paradigm was already well described by Henry Ford in the early 1900’s and
his writings were later the basis for Japanese production philosophy. Ford (1922 p. 52)
wrote “that the most economical manufacturing of the future will be that in which the
whole of article is not made under one roof - unless it be a very simple article. The
modern method is to have each part made where it may best be made and then assemble
the parts into a complete unit at points of consumption. It would make no difference
whether one company or one individual owned all the factories fabricating the
component parts of a single product, or whether such part were made in our
independently owned factory, if only all adopted the same service method..... In fact, it
might be better to have the ownership widely scattered.”
The context in which subcontractors operate has undergone many changes during the
last three decades. In 1978 the federation of Finnish metal and engineering industries
organised the first yearly meeting for subcontractors. Also, the handbook for
subcontracting was translated from Swedish in the early 1970’s. The marketing fair of
subcontractors has been held since 1987. The issues related to subcontracting and the
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new manufacturing paradigm were actively discussed in the 1980’s but diminished in the
early 1990’s during the years of economic recession. The interest towards subcontracting
and networking have increased during the last half of the 1990’s thanks to the fast growth
of the electronics and telecommunication industry (see figure 1). The re-organisation of
subcontracting systems has been ongoing during the 1990’s reassembling the
development of Japanese industry in the 1950’s. It is considered that the purchases in
1993 were 44% and 1999 about 50% of turnover among manufacturers. Also, the long
term partnership as a form of purchasing is considered to increase from 18% (1993) to
32% (1999) among manufacturers and already almost half of the subcontracting is based
on yearly contracts. (Karjalainen et al. 1999.)
Value-added, Mrd e
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Fig. 1. Value-added of the metals, engineering and electronics industry 1975-2000 in
Finland1.

Even though the new manufacturing paradigm that emphasises outsourcing, cooperation and agility is much discussed on the general level, very little empirical research
has been done on these issues. Subcontracting is still quite often considered as a form of
exploiting small firms rather than a modern way of organising manufacturing. Also the
special character of subcontractors as manufacturing service providers is seldom
highlighted. This study aims to increase the understanding of subcontracting as a modern
form of manufacturing. The main theme of this study is how enterprises co-evolve
1

at 1995 prices, source: Federation of Finnish Metal, Engineering and Electrotechnical Industries.
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together. Thus, the study aims to clarify the phenomena of subcontracting as a part of the
supply chain management concept. The thesis also highlights the supply chain
management and the lean theories as a basis for modern supplier management practices.
This thesis is the result of studies from a very long time period starting from the year
1987. The cases describe the evolution of subcontracting models and subcontractors
between the 1980’s and 1990’s in Finnish metal and electrotechnical industries. The
manufacturing strategy concept is also presented as the theoretical base for analysing
subcontractors. The evolution of chains and subcontractors based on the case studies and
earlier literature are discussed. Finally, general findings and guidelines are presented.

2 The research: methodology and content
The phenomena associated with subcontracting are studied by researchers from different
disciplines e.g. management, economics, sociology, marketing, geography, engineering
sciences. Also, a number of difference study approaches are relevant depending on the
research strategy. This chapter 2 explains the study strategy and methodology used and,
thus, aims to justify the theoretical base of the thesis.
The purpose of this study is to examine managerial changes in subcontracting within
the modern production paradigm. The general purpose of this research is to: Increase the
understanding of the evolution process of the subcontracting chains and explain the
managerial aspects connected with the subcontractors’ evolution. The case studies focus
on the following issues:
- What factors affect the evolution of subcontracting; especially how the manufacturing
strategies of subcontractors impact on the supply chain decisions of an OEM in the
long run?
- How has the structure of subcontracting chains changed during the last decade in
firms?
- How was the lean supply model adopted among firms?
As such, it involves a time dimension and makes it appropriate to use qualitative
techniques for data collection and analysis. The research strategy can be described as
idiographic: the study attempts to create understanding of the chain of events or
phenomenon in its current context, without that the solution would represent a general
causal law (Alasuutari 1995). Methodologically this study uses the tradition of the
qualitative research approach in choosing the longitudinal case study method as the main
means for collecting empirical evidence (see also Lehtinen 1991, 1992, 1994, 1996,
1997, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000). The qualitative research approach is particularly
recommended for the studies of management, where environment and goals are
constantly changing. The results obtained using this research paradigm are usually new
hypotheses, models or teleological explanations of process changes.
Theory frames how one views a phenomenon. The body of knowledge in this study is
based on lean management, supply chain management and manufacturing strategy
theories. Because the development of these theoretical bases is very young and many
terms and concepts have developed within the research time period, the research
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emphasises the inductive approach to empirical observations with exploratory research,
rather than deductive reasoning from theory. The literature studied could seen as a
“mirror” for the researcher influencing and reforming the ongoing study process. The
research framework is presented in figure 2.

Operations networks
SCM Theory

Lean Management Theory

Manufacturing strategy concept

Subcontractor

Subcontractor

Purchasing / Sourcing

OEM

End
customer

Entrepreneurship
SME - approach

Fig. 2. The theoretical framework of this research.

The research perspective is taken from Industrial Engineering and Management.
According to Olkkonen (1993), within Industrial Engineering and Management the
research paradigms used in business and management sciences are applied. In table 1 the
different research strategies are presented. This study follows the cultural paradigm that
has its background from a teleological explanation and hermeneutics. Gummesson
(2000) listed a number of other features typical for research based on the hermeneutic
paradigm in management studies that concentrates on understanding and interpretation.
The research could concentrate on the specific and concrete but also attempts
generalisation. Researchers also partially create what they study. Also, the recognition of
subjectivity is important so that researchers accept influence from both science and
personal experience; they use their personality as an instrument. According to Alasuutari
(1995) the dimension of meaning forms an integral part of cultural studies. From this
point of view the emphasis is on the fact that reality only exists for people through
meanings. Usually, the empirical material is often soft, includes values and the researcher
is seen as an important part of the study object. The typical features of the cultural
research strategy are a dialogue, an interaction between the researcher and the research
objects.
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Table 1. The different research paradigms used in business and management sciences
(Kasanen & et al. 1991).
THEORETICAL
DESCRIPTIVE

The conceptual research paradigm
Purpose constructing, conceptual
systems

EMPIRICAL
The nomothetic research paradigm
Purpose explaining, causal relations;
positivistic
The cultural paradigm
Purpose understanding, diagnosing,
normative; qualitative methods

NORMATIVE

Decision-making methodological
paradigm
Purpose speculating, problem solving
methods

The constructive paradigm
Purpose solutions or construction,
normative diffusion

There is no standard approach among qualitative research (Silverman 1993). The
following characteristics have been connected with qualitative research (see Silverman
1993):
- The use of everyday contexts rather than experimental condition
- Takes the subject’s perspective
- Emphasis time and process
- A preference for “unstructured” research designs
- Avoiding concepts and theories at an early stage
- A use of inductivist methodology which avoids the premature testing of hypotheses
- A concern with micro features of social life (a single setting or social life).
Another perspective that influenced the study approach is entrepreneurship. The
development of a subcontractor and a subcontracting system is an entrepreneurial
process. As defined by Schumpeter (1936) an entrepreneur is an innovative and creative
agent of change who operates under the process of ‘creative destruction’ disturbing the
existing equilibrium stage. Schumpeter (1936) also argued that economic development
emerged when “new combinations appear discontinuously”. Bygrave (1989) argued that
entrepreneurship begins with a disjointed, discontinuous, non-linear and usually unique
event that cannot be studied successfully with methods developed for examining smooth,
continuous, linear and often repeatable processes. The entrepreneurship models have
been mainly descriptive; empirical or phenomenological rather than theoretical.
Stevenson and Harmeling (1990) suggested the different research assumptions and
practices commonly associated with theories of change and equilibrium (see table 2).
Responding pragmatically to the needs of entrepreneurs for more “chaotic” theory. They
propose that scholars shift their research assumptions and practices from the traditional
focus on theories of equilibrium.
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Table 2. Research assumptions in theories of Change and Equilibrium (Stevenson and
Harmeling 1990 ).
Theory of Change
Change is normal.
Longitudinal studies are necessary.
Understanding the sequence of events is critical.
Reciprocal causality is normal.
Idiosyncratic phenomena are the most important.
Small “n” studies give insight.
Functional relationships are shifting
Key relationships are non linear.
Valid observations may not be replicable.

Theory of Equilibrium
Equilibrium is normal.
Time slices provide valid insight.
Sequence is immaterial.
Undirectional causality separates independent from
dependent variables.
Repetitive phenomena are the object of study.
Only large “n” studies can be valid.
Functional relationships are stable.
Linear relationships can explain most observations.
An observation must be replicable to be valid.

Case study research
The research method refers to a set and sequence of steps a researcher carries out their
study process. The case method, used in this study, is generally preferred when “how” and
“why” questions are being posed, when the research has little control over events, and
when the focus is on contemporary phenomenon with some real life context (Yin 1984).
Case study research is particularly appropriate for problems in which research and theory
are at early, formative stages, as well as for problems where the experiences of the actors
are important and the context of action is critical (Benbasat et al. 1987). Case studies can
therefore be used to accomplish various aims: to provide description, test theory, and
generate theory from practice (Eisenhardt 1989). Gummesson (2000) argues, that the
main challenges in case study are 1) access to reality, 2) preunderstanding and
understanding and 3) the quality of the research.
The number of cases is a critical point in research design. Case study can be
conducted as single- or multiple case studies (Yin, 1984). One case can also include
several sub-cases or embedded cases, which are investigated within a larger case. In this
study a multiple case study approach was used in the beginning (see figure 3). Three
cases including an OEM and a few subcontractors were selected at the beginning of the
study. The longitudinal case study approach was selected. The case study could be
described as cases of on-going processes to increase the general understanding of the
phenomena studied.
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Earlier studies
1988 - 94
- theories
- policies

Design of Data
Collection Protocol

Select Cases

Conduct I case study
(1994 - 97)
- Interviews and analysis
- Longitudinal description
- Retrospective studies
- Individual sub-case reports

Conduct other other case
interviews (1994 - 98)
- Interviews and analysis
- Retrospective studies
- Longitudinal description
- Individual case reports

Write articles
and papers
(1996-2001)

Case analysis
- develop analysis
models
- describe fenomena

Develop
descritive models

Develop
frameworks

Write thesis
(1998-2001)

Fig. 3. The reseach process during years 1994-2001.

The longitudinal approach is favoured in entrepreneurship studies, even thought indepth longitudinal case studies are seldom used in doctoral studies, because they are time
consuming and costly (Bygrave 1989). According to Zeng et al. (1999) it is complex to
design and conduct data collection and data analysis from operations networks. It is only
possible to examine a relatively small number of networks as in-depth case studies, due
to the large scale of facilitation and data collection associated with each supply network.
This was also noticed in this study and the number of cases and round of interviews were
reduced during the study period. The first case (one supplier chain) is the main case study
including five sub-cases (firms), conducted a longitudinal study covering the whole time
period from 1988-97. The case study and research design is presented in Chapter 10. The
other two cases briefly presented in this study, were done more as retrospective study
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with one time case analysis. The role of the researcher had been all the time an observer
without any consulting or other financial agreements with the firms. The selection of
cases is another important point in the research design. According to Yin (1984) each
case must be carefully selected so that it either predicts similar results or produces
contrary results but for predictable reasons. Gummesson (1993) explained that in
selecting the number of cases and the scope of cases, the strategy of saturation is applied.
Cases are selected by applying theoretical (or purposeful) sampling i.e. select the cases
which can improve your understanding. In case study theories (see Gummesson 1993,
2000, Eisenhard 1989) the researcher should stop adding cases, when theoretical
saturation is applied. In this research the access to reality and the preunderstanding of the
companies were the main selection criteria of the cases. They were selected based on
earlier studies and the firms’ willingness to share information with the researcher. The
purpose of this research is to increase the understanding on the phenomena studied. The
cases in this study are mostly descriptive. Some of the results are presented in the form of
conceptual frameworks. The outcome of the research is also influenced by questionnaire
surveys with basically the same research questions and subcontractors that were
conducted in the years 1988 and 1996 (see Lehtinen, 1991, 1999a). In addition, the
company visits and other discussions during and after the research period have also had
some influence on the researcher. The overview of the research method is presented in
table 3.
Table 3. The overview of the research method.
Research disciplines
Theoretical base
Research strategy
Research method

Industrial Engineering and Management, Logistics,
Entrepreneurship
Lean theory, Supply chain management, Manufacturing strategy
theory
Cultural paradigm, hermeneutics
Longitudinal case study, multiple cases

Evaluation of the results
The quality criteria for scientific research include contribution to earlier knowledge, the
validity and the reliability of the research. Validity means in essence that a theory, model,
concept, or category describes reality with a good fit (Gummesson 2000). The validity of
any research can be divided into three types: construct validity, internal validity and
external validity (Yin 1994). The validity of the concepts means that the phenomenon is
described with the essential characteristics, and the essential characteristics can be
derived from the theory (Olkkonen 1993). In this study the construct validity related to
the theory base can be appraised by following the tracks from Part I to empirical
observations and conclusions presented in Part II. The construct validity of case-study
research also regards establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being
studied. In order to increase construct validity e.g. multiple sources of evidence were
used. The study tactic in data collection is presented in chapter 10.
Internal validity is the extent to which the causal analysis and explanation offered by
the theory reflect the reality at the moment of observations (Järvinen 1999). In
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descriptive studies the internal validity measures the logic between observation and
inferences. In the study the aim of empirical analysis was to find the reasoning behind the
evolution paths and decision making of the firms. The results of the empirical analysis
indicate the opinions of the key informants. To increase the internal validity the
informants were able to review notes of earlier visits and discussions.
External validity deals with case selection and with the generalisation of the results.
Generalisation from a few cases has been seen as problematic, even though
generalisation from single cases is also possible, while in-depth studies makes it possible
to research a fundamental understanding of the structure, process and driving forces. On
the other hand, one cannot make any generalisation about how common these types of
systems and interaction patterns are (Normann 1970). This study studied the phenomena
of subcontracting and chain management in a limited manufacturing context and time.
The findings are not to be generalised for all types of industries and organisations.
The reliability is, in general, measured by how well another researcher is able to
obtain results with the same data. A characteristics weakness of the longitudinal case
study method is the lack of replication, because the results are dependent on the
interaction between the researcher and informants. The reliability of the research could
be measured by studying the case study protocol and documentation. In chapter 10 the
study protocol is explained. In this study the use of introspection within the study period
was the key of documentation e.g. the expanded notes were recorded with own thoughts
and comments.
A very essential feature of research work is its utility, including the capability to give
contribution to the earlier knowledge and the relevance to the phenomena studied. The
utility of the theoretical part I of this study should be apprised in the context of the aim:
to increase general understanding associated with the phenomena based on present
knowledge and clarify terms connected to subcontracting. When considering the utility of
the empirical part II, it should be noticed that this work in one of the first longitudinal
studies done on the evolution of subcontracting outside a Japanese environment. As such
the value of this study is to introduce new knowledge on managerial aspects connected
with the evolution of subcontracting chains both from the OEMs’ and subcontractors’
point of view.
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The structure of the thesis
The thesis is divided into two independent parts: Part I offers an exhaustive outlook of
the concepts studied based on the present literature. It also includes concepts developed
during the study period. Part I and Part II of the thesis describe selected case studies and
include conclusions.
Part I Theories and concepts
Chapter 1 and 2 are the introduction to the research describing the background of the study, define the
research method and implementation of the study.
Chapter 3 discusses the different approaches used in network studies and defines the concept of supply
network.
Chapter 4 discusses the concept of supply chain as a starting point of the research.
Chapter 5 defines subcontracting and proposes the subcontracting chain concept.
Chapter 6 presents lean and lean supply concept based on the literature.
Chapter 7 discusses on the structure and development of subcontracting system.
Chapter 8 clarifies the different ways to categorise subcontractors.
Chapter 9 deals with manufacturing strategy concept and discusses make or buy -decisions based on the
literature. A manufacturing strategy model to analyse subcontractors is presented.

Part II: Empirical study
Chapter 10 presents the largest study including the OEM and a chain of four subcontractors covering the
time period 1988 – 1997. In this case the analysis of the changing manufacturing strategy of the
subcontractors in presented.
Chapter 11 discusses briefly the evolution of subcontracting of a pump manufacturer.
Chapter 12 describes how the subcontracting models have changed in a telecommunication company from
1980’s.
Chapter 13 highlighted the main findings from the case studied.
Chapter 14 discusses the adoption of the lean supply model and evolution of subcontracting chain
structure.
Chapter 15 presents the evolution stages of subcontractors and discusses what capabilities are needed from
evolving subcontractors.
Chapter 16 discusses the implications for future studies and managerial practices of subcontracting.

3 The network approach
The development of studies on subcontracting has been influenced by different theories
that have emerged during the last 30 years. Traditionally, the literature has presented
studies on subcontracting in Japan, Italy, France and Scandinavia. In 1960’s the notion of
subcontracting was strictly linked to the development of a certain district especially in the
Italian context (Esposito & Raffa 1997). In 1970’s and early 1980’s many authors
highlighted different forms of categorisation of subcontracting (Svensson 1968, Chaillou
1977, Asanuma 1989, Imrie 1994). From 1980’s the literature on subcontracting issues
has been highly influenced by the debate on inter-firm relationships and forms of
management. Since the 1970’s the transactional cost theory (Williamson 1975) has also
been much highlighted in the literature. During 1980-1990’s many authors have devoted
much of their attention to the Japanese Industrial system based on alliances between
firms or customers and subcontractors. The evolution and performance of the
subcontracting system in the Japanese automobile and electronics industry have been
well documented (Smitka 1989, Nishiguchi 1994, Hines 1994, Thornburn & Takashina
1994). In the 1990’s the researchers have also pointed out that the subcontracting
phenomenon has developed rapidly and subcontractors have become more and more
crucial to the large firms’ innovation strategy (e.g. Aoki 1988, Lamming 1993). Since
1980’s an emerging body of research has attempted to describe and analyse various
forms of inter-organisational networks including subcontracting as a part of the supply
network concept.
A supply network is defined as a set of inter-connected supply chains, embodying the
flow of goods and services from original sources to end customers. (Harland 1996,
Lamming et al. 2000). The focus of the definition of the supply network is on a limited
manageable set of operational tasks performed to meet the order-winning criteria of
individual end customer segments (Hill 1985, Christopher, 1992). Two distinct streams
of research have been influential in the development of the concept of supply networks
(Lamming et al. 2000):
I The largely descriptive research on industrial networks conducted by researchers
within the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing group (IMP); and
II The more prescriptive research on supply chain management, based on the field of
strategic management, operations management and logistics.
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Network research includes different levels of units of analysis, which is influenced by
the particular research perspective adopted. In general, the levels of research are divided
into studies on firms’ internal chains, dyadic relationships, external chains and whole
network. The majority of research on networks has traditionally focused on either dyadic
relationships or chains embedded within the context of networks. In Scandinavia the
research of industrial networks has been strongly influenced by the IMP group and many
excellent studies have been made in this area (see Alajoutsijärvi 1996, Tikkanen 1997,
Leminen 1999). The IMP research aims to provide a better understanding of business
markets, in terms of the nature of buyer-supplier relationships and the embeddedness of
these in “industrial networks”, modelled as inter-connected actors, activities, and
resources (Håkansson 1987). In other words, the concept of an industrial network
concept is concerned with understanding the totality network relationships, actor bonds,
activity links, and resource ties in an industrial system. The approach has been strongly
influenced by research in marketing, organisational research and sociology and focuses
on network relationships between organisations. The main objectives of the network
approach are to provide understanding and descriptions of industrial markets as a
complex network of organisational relationships (Möller 1992). The focus of the network
approach has normally been upon the complete network and not the individual firm
(Tikkanen 1998). The work has tended to be largely descriptive and conceptual rather
than developing guidelines to managers as to design or management of networks
(Johnsen et.al. 1998). The theses on subcontracting in Scandinavia have mainly based on
the dyadic relationship approach (see Hovi 1995, Lilliecreutz 1996, Malinen 1998), while
the theses of Tanskanen (1994) and Virolainen (1998) focused more on supplier
management issues.
The strategic network perspective views the concept of strategic networks as longterm purposeful arrangements among independent firms that allow them to gain and
sustain competitive advantage vis-à-vis their competitors outside the network. The
strategic network perspective concentrates on networks that are set up by the hub firm or
core company that has special relationships with other members of the network. Those
relationships have most of the characteristics of hierarchical relationships: relatively
unstructured tasks, long-term points of view, relatively unspecified contracts (Jarillo &
Ricart 1987, Jarillo 1988). This, predominantly American, perspective focuses more on
strategic and structural aspects of networks, and on clusters of firms seeking to gain
competitive advantages at the level of group, rather than level of firm. An other research
perspective strongly linked to the phenomena of subcontracting, is to study local
networks as a form of ‘industrial districts’ (Brusco 1982, Piore & Sabel 1984). Especially
Italian research has looked at industrial districts such as labour organisation and sociocultural phenomena. In Finland the thesis of Raatikainen (1992) studied subcontracting
within a regional context.

The supply network concept
During the last ten years a small, but increasing amount of the research has concentrated
on supply networks or similar inter-organisational arrangements, most notably the
concept of value streams. Supply networks is relatively a new term largely evolved from
the fields of supply chain management, logistics (see chapter 4) and lean
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supply/enterprise (see chapter 6). In spite of the supply network a term “operations
network” has been used. Figure 4 explains the difference between the terms supply
network, supplier network and supply chain. During the last decade this research
approach has been lead mostly by British research based on empirical case studies. Those
pieces of research have been characterised by looking beyond immediate relationships
from end customers to original raw materials suppliers, apart from broadening the
perspective from single supply chains to networks, which results in a more holistic and
strategic view of the process of supply. Also, the supply network concept appears to be
more complex than the supply chain concept. The former describes lateral links, reverse
loops; two-way exchange and so on while the latter tends to be simplistic and linear
(Zeng et al. 2001). Unlike much of the IMP work, the objective of studies on supply
networks is a practical outcome and thus limit the focus to the set of manageable,
operational tasks that meet the order-winning criteria of customer segments (Zeng et al.
1999, Lamming et al. 2000). The supply network studies are also based on the focal firm
perspective, which is particularly relevant in terms of providing managerial guidance and
tools (Zeng et al. 1999).
Focal firm’s supply
network
Supplier network

Dyad

Chain

Focal firm

Fig. 4. The operations network of the focal firm (modified from Zheng et al. 1999).

Supply networks differ significantly not only between industries, but also along a
range of other dimensions ( Zeng et al. 1998), even though the exploration of these
variables is still at an early stage. According to Zeng et al. (2001) two main dimensions
to categorise supply networks are the degree of the focal firms’ influence on the network
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and supply network dynamics. This latter dimension measures the conditions under
which the network operates, both in internal and external conditions.
Also the product dimension in the classification of supply networks for the purpose of
managing is considered to be significant. The nature of the product in terms of product
complexity and uniqueness, manufacturing process, product/service package
performance criteria, and contextual features such as market environment and network
structure, varies between supply networks. (Johnsen et al. 1998). Lamming et al. (2000)
argued that companies who supplied innovative-unique products, and who possess
unique knowledge and technologies, appear to differ significantly from others in the
ways they managed their networks in term of strategy and process priorities. The product
complexity dimension, in terms of the number of components and level of technology,
appears to have an impact on the structure and have implications for the complexity of
network management. The large size of supply networks of complex products appears to
make the management of information difficult (Lamming et al. 2000). Highs versus low
variety operations represent an important aspect for supply management. High variety
supply generally requires greater flexibility as the product is characterised by being
customised. Also, different types of product often involve very different manufacturing
processes. It is also likely that the volume dimension will affect the operations of the
supplier network.
The length of supplier networks; i.e. the number of tiers or layers, is an important
feature. It is argued that the longer the network or chain, the more independent the
businesses, which means that since these have independent objectives the chain is more
difficult to co-ordinate (Johnsen et al. 1998).
Figure 5 provides an overview of the variables commonly discussed, when supply
networks have been studied. Strategy, structure and process variables are internal to the
network, but part of the environment, in which a number of influential variables has been
identified. Although relationships within networks are somewhat stable, networks do
change over time because of internal and external factors.
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Environment
·
·
·
·

Customer diversity, concentration, capacity
Market dynamics
Uncertainty
Infrastructure

Network
Strategy
·
·
·
·

Motivation for co-operation vs.
vertical integration
Competitive priorities
Goal congruence
Strategy formation

Product / Service Dimensions
·
·
·

Product/service complexity
Product /service innovations
Product/service volume

Structure
·
·
·
·

Length and breath of network
Location of key operations
Degree of vertical integration
Position of focal firm

Process
·
·

Core technologies
Type of operations

Fig. 5. Supply network variables.

Network Evolution
·
·
·
·

Development stage of the network
Power and influence
Trust
Dynamics and stability within network

4 Concept of supply chain management
Christopher (1992) defines the supply chain as a network of organizations that are
involved, through upstream and downstream linkages, in the different processes and
activities that produce value in the form of products and services in the hand of the
ultimate customer. The definition of supply chain management (SCM) by Christopher
(1998 p. 18) is the following:
The management of upstream and downstream relationships with suppliers and
customers to deliver superior customer value at less cost to the supply chain as a
whole.
An other new definition by Handfield and Nichols (1999 p. 2) is:
The supply chain encompasses all activities associated with the flow and
transformation of goods from the raw materials stage (extraction), through to the
end user, as well as the associated information flows. Material and information
flow both up and down the supply chain. Supply chain management (SCM) is the
integration of these activities through improved supply chain relationships, to
achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.
The concept of supply chain management is an extension of the logic of logistics even
thought there is not any clear different between the two concepts. Logistics management
is primarily concerned with optimising flows within the organisation whilst supply chain
management recognises that internal integration is not sufficient (Christopher 1992). The
most commonly used definition on logistics is by the Council of Logistics Management
(Johnson &Wood 1996 p. 4):
The process of planning of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient,
effective flow and storage of goods, services, and related information from the
point of origin to the point of consumption for the purpose of conforming to
customer requirements.
Lately it is (see Slack et al. 1998, Lambert and Cooper 2000) considered, that supply
chain management is a broader concept, which includes the management of the entire
supply chain. The supply chain management framework consists of three closely
interrelated elements: the supply chain network structure, the supply chain business
processes and supply chain management components (Cooper et al. 1997, Lambert and
Cooper 2000).
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There are also other terms influencing the supply chain management concept. The
concept of SCM has started to emerge during the 1990’s. Earlier, the concept of supply
management was first introduced by Peter Kraljic (1983) in his article entitled
“Purchasing must became supply management”. Shapiro (1986) used the term supplier
management emphasising the establishment of strategically important relationships with
suppliers. Supply management by Cox and Lamming (1997) is defined very broadly as
“the strategic management of external and internal resources and relational competences
in the fulfilment of commitments to customers”. Deming (1982) already presented in
1950 his model of flow, which resembles the SCM idea of flow. The term pipeline
adopted from Forrester (1961) implies the management of continuing flow “on demand”.
According to Farmer and Ploos van Amstel (1991) the concept of pipeline management
is applicable in circumstances where an organisation has to balance the flow of incoming
goods and materials with those which are outgoing.
The SCM concept is also based on the idea of the value chain, described by Porter
(1985), providing the framework for analysing and managing the integrated flow of
material and information from the supplier to the customer and back. According to Porter
the stream of activities in a industrial system can be termed a value system. Suppliers
have value chains (upstream value) that create and deliver the purchased inputs used in a
firm’s chain. Suppliers not only deliver the product but also can influence a firm’s
performance in many ways. (Porter 1985). Johnston and Lawerence (1988) and Kogut
(1985) concurred that value was not added only within the processes controlled by the
core firm but by other companies within the value system. e.g. the strategic
competitiveness is created through activities within value chains, as well as the activities
channelling products and services along the value systems, i.e. between value chains.
Lindberg and Trygg (1991) defined the activities undertaken within value chains as intrachain activities, and activities undertaken in the value system between value chains as
inter-chain activities. The intra-chain activities give certain characteristics to the output
of the value chain, in terms of quality, cost and delivery performance. In order to create
strategic competitiveness for the participants in the upstream value system these
characteristics need to match a certain demand perceived by the downstream value chain.
The demands are correspondingly fed backward in the value system in terms of price,
quality, timing and reliability, to suppliers.
Hines (1994) critiqued Porter’s value chain finding three major problems: The first is
that the primary company driving force is its own margin and profitability rather than
customer satisfaction. Second, although Porter concedes that integration is important, his
model demonstrates the true functional barriers all too common in Western companies.
Third, there is little or no integration across company barriers, meaning each company is
operating as an island without sharing a strategic direction with its customer and
suppliers alike. Later lean theorists have introduced the term value stream instead of
value chain. The value stream describes the actions to produce a product from raw
materials to final customer e.g. the pipeline of individual product. The difference
between the traditional supply or value chain and the value stream is that the former
includes the complete activities of all the companies involved, whereas the latter refers
only the specific parts of the firms that actually add value to the product or service (Hines
et al. 2000 ). According to Womack and Jones (1996 p. 19):
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The value stream is the set of all the specific actions required to bring a specific
product (whether a good, a service, or, increasingly, a combination of the two) through
the three critical management tasks of any business: the problem-solving task...
information management task... and physical transformation task.

5 Definition and description of subcontracting
The terms “subcontracting”, “subcontractor” or “subcontracting manufacturer” have no
unambiguous definitions. “Subcontracting” has had different meaning depending on
industrial history and evolution. According to EU (1997):
When enterprises make complex products involving many different processes or
when demand is too high or the products too specialised, they have the choice of
doing the work themselves or getting others to do it for them. If they buy in
specially made rather than standard products, this is known as subcontracting.
The dictionary of purchasing and supply management (Compton & Jessop 1989)
defined the subcontracts as following:
Arrangement whereby a main contractor (or supplier) authorises a second (or
more) to undertake part of the order he has secured or subcontract for supplies
outside the purchaser’s own production or because his production is overloaded.
Webster et al. (1997) present following generic definition using the principal to refer
prime contractor, which covers well present subcontracting context:
Subcontract manufacture is the process by which a subcontractor (i.e. an
organisation with business objectives, which are independent of those of the
principal) performs all or part of the manufacture of the principal’s product, to
customised specification (of varying detail) provided by the principal. Activities,
which support this manufacture (e.g. materials procurement, production planning,
etc.) can be carried out by either party, subject to prior agreement.
Subcontracting and the subcontracting system concept has been commonly used in the
context of Japanese industry. The Japanese law on “Promotion of Subcontracting Small
and Medium Enterprise” (1970) has defined parent firms (e.g. prime contractor) and
subcontracting enterprises (shitauke) or co-operating factory (kyoryoku kojo/gaisha)
based on the size of companies. A subcontractor has been considered as being smaller in
terms of capital and number of employees than a parent company. Purchased items have
been commonly divided into two categories: purchased goods (konyuhin) and ordered
goods (gaichuhin) that often corresponds to the term subcontracting (Asanuma, 1989).
The main difference between definition of subcontracting in European countries
(Chaillou 1978) and Japan have been, that the Japanese definition does not count
occasional purchasing as subcontracting. The native British or American researchers
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seldom use the term "subcontracting". According to Sako (1992) buyer companies in
Britain have used the terms "supplier", "subcontractor" and "vendor" interchangeably.
However, the term ‘subcontracting’ has had its traditional use when there exists a prime
contractor, in most cases in government procurement contracts and in construction
projects. In areas outside defence contracting, construction and steel, the term
‘subcontractors’ has often been encountered in garment making. Lastly, the term
‘subcontractors’ rather than ‘suppliers’ has tended to be used in Britain in operations
which have been regarded either as a temporary overspill or as peripheral non-core
activities. (Sako 1992).
In the Finnish language subcontracting (alihankinta) is a commonly used term
meaning that goods or services are not made by one, but outsourced from other parties.
In a manufacturing context subcontracting has quite a similar meaning to that in Japan.
Although, continuously during last decades the terms have been discussed, because the
word “subcontractor” has been considered as describing a less developed company.
Though the companies offering subcontracting use often more sophisticated terms like
sopimusvalmistus (contract manufacturing), osavalmistus (parts manufacturing).
The characteristics of subcontractors that separate them from other SMEs, are the facts
that subcontractors' products are a part of the end product, not the complete end product
itself and subcontractors do not have direct contacts with the end customers (Hovi 1995).
Based on the earlier definitions there are two different aspects to look at subcontractors:
First, the firm’s position within the chain and second, the independence of producing
own products. The product independence aspect of a subcontractor has traditionally been
used in definitions, even though it is very difficult to separate a subcontractor from a
general supplier. The difference is clear between a subcontractor and a supplier, which
markets and produces standard items. The border becomes unclear, when a supplier of
standard components or raw materials starts to customise products or when a
subcontractor starts independently to develop products (Lilliecreutz, 1996). Also, most
raw materials could be customised. From that point of view the firms' position within the
chain is the most useful way to define a subcontractor in the modern production context.
The position of subcontractors within the supply chain is shown in figure 6.
In this research the concept of traditional subcontracting and value added supply chain
are connected to a subcontracting chain concept defined as:
A subcontracting chain is a part of total supply chain from raw materials to finished
products including subcontractors and the OEM. The subcontracting chain is responsible
for manufacturing activities on a long-term basis.
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Information and financial flow

Customers of end products

End products

Semi-fabricated products

Preprosessed Materials
& Components

Raw materials

Subcontractors

OEM,
End producer

Suppliers
Prime contractors

Fig. 6. Subcontractors’ position within the supply chain.

5.1 Definitions used in this study
In this study following definitions are used for key concepts:
Supply chain
Encompass all activities and organisations associated with the flow and
transformation of goods from the raw materials stage (extraction), through to the
end user, as well as the associated information flows.
Supply chain management (SCM)
Supply chain management is the integration of these activities through improved
supply chain relationships, to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.
Supply network
A set of inter-connected supply chains, embodying the flow of goods and services
from original sources to end customers.
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Supplier network
The network formed by all direct and indirect suppliers of the firm.
Subcontracting
Manufacturing and developing ordered goods; semi-products, components and
services, whose customised specifications are provided by the prime contractor.
Both intra- and outsourcing is considered to be subcontracting.
Subcontractor
Company or independent organisation that is responsible for offering
subcontracting and related functions to other actors of the chain on a long-term
basis.
Sub-subcontracting
Subcontracting that is done by indirect subcontractors.
Prime contractor
A customer of a subcontractor
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
An organisation within supply chain that is responsible for delivery and
development of the end product to customers.
Subcontracting system
The supplier network of a prime contractor that includes all direct and indirect
subcontractors.
Subcontracting chain
The part of a supply chain whose processes and activities are produced by
subcontractors and an OEM.

6 Lean concept: an enterprise, production and supply
The Lean Production concept introduced by Womack et al. (1990) based on a
comparative study in the automobile industry from Japanese and other parts of the world
could be seen as a quantification of earlier “world class” and just-in-time (JIT)
manufacturing studies (Schonberger 1982, Monden 1993, Shingo 1985). The term “word
class” was introduced by Hayes and Wheelwright (1984). Schonberger (1986) picked up
the term in his second well-known book “World Class Manufacturing”. Womack et al.
(1990) described the supply co-ordination system from the Japanese point of view.
Lamming (1993) developed the concept of the Lean supply model. Also other, mostly
British, researchers have highlighted supply models closely related to the lean production
concept. The so called Partnership School, which included e.g. Macbeth and Ferguson
(1994), Ellram (1991) considered that relationships should be developed on the basis of
partnership on a one-to-one the basis with individual strategic suppliers. Hines (1995,
1996) defined a Network Sourcing model. All these models are inspired to a great extent
by the Japanese subcontracting model (see chapter 7).
The lean production approach pioneered by Toyota was first defined by Womack et
al. (1990) as the system uses less of all inputs to create outputs similar to the traditional
mass production system but offering an increased choice for the end consumer, which
uses less of everything - half of everything - half of human effort in the factory, half the
manufacturing space, half the investment in tools, half the hours to develop a new
product in the half time. This lean production definition was based on the concept of
waste (“muda”) introduced by the Toyota Production System (Shingo 1989). The main
pillars of Lean production are: 1) the management of processes and the integrated
logistics flow 2) management of relationships with employees, teams and suppliers and
3) the management of the change from traditional mass production. (Hines 1994).
Later Womack and Jones (1994, 1996) have developed from Lean Production to the
Lean Enterprise -concept. They define the Lean Enterprise as a “group of individuals,
functions and legally separate but operationally synchronised companies. The notion of
value stream defines the lean enterprise.” The lean philosophy or thinking suggests that
the focus of attention should not be on the company or functional department level but
instead on the complete value stream (Hines et al. 2000) Lean thinking can be
summarised in five principles: 1) precisely specify value by specific product, 2) identify
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the value stream for each product, 3) make value flow without interruptions, 4) let the
customer pull value from the producer and 5) pursue perfection by continually removing
waste. (Womack & Jones 1996).
Naylor et al. (1999) provide a definition that leanness means developing the value
stream to eliminate all waste including time, and to enable a level schedule. Lamming
(1996) has pointed out that “leanness” is an absolute term: In practice it may not be
possible to achieve total “leanness”. At a specific point in the supply chain it is possible
to identify whether or not the current practice is lean, and how far towards a totally lean
operation it might be possible to move. (Lamming 1996.) According to Christopher
(2000) leanness in production should not be confused with agility, which is defined as
the ability of an organisation to respond rapidly to changes in demand, both in terms of
volume and variety. He criticises, that many companies which have adopted lean
manufacturing as a business practice are anything but agile in their chain. The conditions
where a lean approach makes sense, are according to Christopher where demand is
predictable and the requirement to maximise efficiencies and economies of scale are
looked for (Christopher & Towell 2001). Figure 7 suggests that the three critical
dimensions variety, variability and volume determine which approach make the greatest
sense.
”Agile is needed in less predictable
environments where demand is volatile and the
requiremtns for variety is high.

High
AGILE

Variety/
Variability

LEAN

Low

”Lean” works best in high volume,
low variety and predictable environments.

High
Volume

Fig. 7. Agile or lean (Christopher 2000).

The mechanism of a lean enterprise is defined as a conference of all firms along the
stream, assisted by technical staff from “lean functions” in the participating firms, to
periodically conduct rapid analyses and then to take improvement actions. Womack and
Jones (1996) also point out, that someone must be the leader of the lean enterprise and
they argued that that the firm bringing all of the designs and components together into
the complete product should be the leader. However, the participants must treat each
other as equals and the lean system must be transparent e.g. participating firms should
have the right to examine every activity in every firm relevant to the value stream as a
part of the joint search for waste. Womack and Jones (1994, 1996) also highlights the
fact, that a single company will participate in multiple, as well competing, streams with
different upstream and downstream partners in order to learn from companies that think
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in different ways. This is considered to be a key to continuous improvement. The purpose
of the firm itself as a part of the lean enterprise is considered to be the link between
streams. They are considered to be the means to make maximum use of technologies and
capabilities accumulated by the firm’s technical functions. They also provide the means
for shifting resources between value streams.

Lean supply
Lean supply is a strategic model for supplier-customer relationships, which are seen to be
beyond Japanese partnerships. These works have suggested that although conditions are
different in the West, a modified or developed Japanese-style approach can be translated
to Europe and America. Although, the lean supply model could be seen as a final target
for continuous supply development rather than the existing model of purchasing
behaviour in the 1990’s.
Lamming (1993) argues that lean supply sees the role of the supplier as more essential
than in Japanese practice. The fundamental principle of lean supply is that the effects of
costs associated with less than perfect execution of a sub-process are not limited to the
location of the execution (Lamming 1996). The supplier, instead of applying all its
efforts to pursuit of price increases and beguiling the customer, directs its attention
towards a new strategy of equality and leading its customers technologically, in areas
which it knows best. When an innovation originates from the supplier for use by a
customer, the customer’s perspective on accepting risk may be fundamentally altered by
the behaviour by the supplier (Lamming 1993). The other supply models related to lean
production have similar content. Hines (1994, 1996, see also Nichiguchi 1994) defines a
Network Sourcing model, inspired by subcontracting practices in the Japanese industry.
The idea of network sourcing is that it is possible to create a virtual company at all levels
of the supply chain by engineering multiple-tiered partnership relationships at each stage,
but without moving to vertical integration. Hines (1995) also argued, that the lower the
level of subcontracting and the lower the percentage of small firms that are designed to
be subcontractors, the greater is the potential from the application of network sourcing.
The main point of “lean supply” is the concept of “partnership” as a form of
collaboration. The content of “partnership” has been much discussed during the last
decade (see Virolainen 1998). The term is defined by Ellram (1991, 1995) as the
following: An ongoing relationship between two organisations which involves a
commitment over an extended time period, and a mutual sharing of the risks and rewards
of relationships. The other main features defining partnerships often mentioned in the
literature are exchange of ideas, information and benefits, joint research and technology
development based on trust and long-term relations (see e.g. Ellram 1995, Lamming
1993, Macbeth 1994). Later Macbeth (1998) argued that partnering could be considered
to be an approach to inter-company interaction in which the following features are
recognised, monitored and encouraged:
- expectation of continuing involvement
- significant complementary skill in capability with no intent to compromise the other
party’s ability to function with other parties, albeit at a less intense level
- sharing of future oriented data
- consideration of mutual impact of decision
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- support for future joint development
- agreement on the principles of interaction from the beginning
- right to make profit (Virolainen 1998).
The supply strategies typical to lean supply are single or parallel. Concentrating all
purchases of one product or product type to one supplier in procurement terminology is
called single sourcing. Sole sourcing refers to the situation in which the company could
not make a free choice for any supplier because it concerns a monopolist (van Weele
2000). According to Cox (1996) the buying company is deciding to have a single source
relationship with a preferred supplier, who granted a relatively permanent preferential
relationship for various tasks. These circumstances exist when the product or services to
be produced are of relatively strategic importance for the company. The other form of
sourcing strategy commonly used by the Japanese car manufacturer is the so-called
parallel or network sourcing (see Hines 1995). This approach uses multiple single
sources for each type of component e.g. more than one source is used per product type,
with only one for a single product or code number. According to Lamming (1993)
partnership sourcing includes provision for dual sourcing also, e.g. use of multiple
suppliers per part, where a supplier is unable to provide all the volume required, the
variety required (i.e. variants of a component are sourced separately) or the delivery
needed (e.g. supply of same part in different areas or countries).
Traditionally, lean production also favours local supply for the following reasons: It
requires frequent, rapid flows of information and goods along the value chain, which is
costly and difficult when activities are geographically distributed. Shipments over long
distances could make direct JIT delivery impossible. International communication on
design, quality, and scheduling issues is not only costly but also less effective due to
time-zone differences, language and cultural barriers, and the absence of face-to-face
contacts (Levy 1997).
Supplier development transforms the effectiveness of value streams (Hines et al
2000). For Watts and Hahn (1993) supplier development refers to an organisation’s
efforts to create and maintain a network of competent suppliers. Schonberger (1986) first
defined that supplier development means making the supplier “like family”. The supplier
development starts with supplier reduction. He also argued that the supplier development
is worth effort only if there is a clear intent to stay with the supplier for the long haul.
The long haul is the multiyear life of a part or the life of the companies or plants. The
potential elements of supplier development reviewed in the recent literature includes twoway inter-firm communication, top management involvement, cross-functional buying
firm teams, the importance of total cost of ownership and long-term perspectives,
purchase of a significant percentage of the supplier annual sales, supplier evaluation and
supplier recognition (Krause & Ellram 1997). The lean thinking addresses the
advantages of supplier development on the network level (chapter 7.1). At the advanced
stage companies will be taking a proactive role in developing common methods of
working for mutual advantage throughout the supply chain. An individual supplier will
be taking a systematically proactive approach to improving the competitiveness of the
complete supply chain. This will involve working with both direct and indirect suppliers
and customers (Hines et al. 2000 p. 322).The table 4 below highlighted the main points
of lean supply.
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Table 4. The lean supply philosophy (Lamming 1993, Hines 1994, 1995, 1996, Hines et
al. 2000)
Factor
Nature of competition

Basis of sourcing decisions

Supply structure

The role of suppliers

Supplier development

Data interchange and
interaction

Production principles

Lean supply characteristics
Competition between supply chains.
Focus on the total competitiveness of a value stream.
No competition between the members of a supply chain: dependent
upon partnerships; high level of trust, openness, and profit sharing.
Single or dual sourcing
Long term, often lifetime, relations
Buying criteria is based on maximum network benefit.
Number of suppliers is low and very stable.
Early involvement of established supplier in the R&D process.
A tiered supply structure
The OEM (a firm bringing design and components together) is the
leader.
Takes a proactive approach to improve the competitiveness of the
complete supply chain.
A high degree of supplier innovation in both new products and
processes.
The supplier is a leader of technology in the area, which it knows
best.
A high level of supplier coordination at each level of the supply
structure.
The suppliers within value streams are seen as group; group-based
development tools are being used.
A significant effort made by customer at each level individually to
develop their suppliers.
Pursue perfection by continually removing waste along value
stream.
True transparency: costs, capacity etc.
Detailed, some strategic, within network
Very frequent interaction at operational level, spreading through
network.
True just-in-time
Synchronised capacity
Flexibility to operate with fluctuations

7 The structure of the subcontracting system
Two basic structures of the subcontracting systems have been identified: the tiered
structure and star-shaped 2 structure (see figure 8). In a star-shaped structure an OEM has
a central role in information and material flows: Subcontractors have direct contacts with
an OEM and the amount of indirect subcontractors is limited. During the last decade
there has been an evident trend towards the tiered structure in assembly manufacturing
(automobile, aircraft, telecommunication, electronics etc.) and it has become the
paradigm of best practice, even for firms in other industries (see Stuart et al. 1998).
.

OEM
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System
Supplier
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OEM
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Fig. 8. The star-shaped and tiered structure of a subcontracting system.

The three primary aspects of a company’s network structure mentioned are: (1) the
members of the supply chain (2) the structural dimensions of the network and (3) the
2

the term star-shaped is adopted from Esposito and Raffa (1997).
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different types of process links across the supply chain. According to Lambert and
Cooper (2000) the structural dimensions of the network are the horizontal structure
meaning the number of tiers, the vertical structure e.g. the broadness of the supplier base
and the horizontal position of the focal company within the end points of the supply
chain.
The structure of the subcontracting system is connected to the broadness of the
network. A broad network e.g. a network with multiple sourcing or star-shaped form is
considered to be more capable of coping with environmental changes due to easier
switching. A narrow network e.g. tiered form, would be more rigid and stronger because
of the dense flow of information. Harland (1996b) summarises the respective advantages
of broad and narrow networks as follows:
Advantages of broad networks:
- adaptable to change
- more switching opportunities
- hedge against uncertainty
- cost competitive.
Advantages of narrow networks:
- collaborative innovation
- rigid and strong
- wider access to knowledge
- dense flows of information
- shared destiny
- higher confidentiality.
Also, the product complexity is considered to have an influence on the size of the
supplier network. The supply networks of relatively complex products (e.g.
telecommunications, automobiles) have a much broader upstream, generally as a result of
the large number of components than supply networks of less complex products (e.g.
chocolates, soft drinks etc.). These focal firms (OEMs) also typically relied on relatively
few sources for each component, i.e. single or dual sourcing. The large size of the supply
networks of complex products makes management of information difficult. The coordination of material and information flows is particularly evident in such cases.
(Lamming et al 2000.)

The tiered structure
The evolution and structure of the subcontracting system is mostly studied in the
Japanese automotive and other assembly industry surroundings. Especially the
development of a tiered (see Womack et al. 1990) or clustered structure is emphasised
(Nishiguchi 1994) as a result of the OEMs’ aim to reduce the number of their direct
subcontractors and suppliers. The structure of the subcontracting system compatible with
the lean concept is described as a multi-tier structure; in Japan, sub-subcontracting may
go down as far as five layers below the prime contractor (Thornburn & Takashima
1992). The Japanese model is often referred to as the Toyota system, also earlier
described as vertical keiretsu, even though automotive industry subcontracting practices
have not been identical to those found in other Japanese industries (Smitka 1989,
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Nitsiguchi 1994). In the “Toyota model” the first-tier suppliers have been assigned the
responsibility for product development, systems undertakings and JIT deliveries. Secondtier suppliers are smaller, have less expertise, generally specialise in a narrower range of
products, and operate in production and/or processing. Third-tier suppliers are less
sophisticated in terms of competence and activities (Gadde and Håkkansson 1993). Hines
(1997) benchmarked a group of Toyota suppliers in Japan together with a similar
st
grouping in the UK. The Japanese 1 tier appeared to perform best by every measure. It
st
was argued, that the key to success lies to a large degree in the hands of 1 tier
subcontractors who facilitate the supplier network excellence in terms of quality,
productivity, design, delivery, purchasing and supplier development.
The traditional tiered structure has also been seen to have weaknesses. The tiered
supplier network model focuses on benefiting the OEM. Though the subcontractors gain
from increased leverage, reduced business risk, increased prestige and growth along with
the OEM's success in increasing markets. Second, the tiered model cannot be divorced
from the actual buyer-supplier product exchange. Toyota's approach attempts to use
supplier associations from common interchange within each tier. The tiered model has
thrived in situations where a few large, powerful OEMs strongly influence the scope and
direction of the subcontractors' organisational learning and development. It is also
considered that the tiered structure focuses mainly on the one-tone relationship between
subcontractors and the OEM. Such a tiered approach fails to incorporate the
subcontractor's needs for wider synergies and limits the scope for innovations. (Stuart et
al. 1998.)

The evolution of the tiered subcontracting system in Japan
There are many studies on the historical evolution of the Japanese subcontracting system
(see Nishiguchi 1994, Nishiguchi & Brookfield 1997, Sato 1983, Smitka 1989). The
evolution is best explained by political, economic, technological, and strategic factors,
not by a single theory (Nishiguchi & Brookfield 1997). The evolution of the Japanese
subcontracting system towards a tier-structure started after Second World War. The
reasons for increased subcontracting since World War II were the following: Firstly, the
buffer of labour resources was needed because the unions were well protected. Secondly,
the sudden expansion of production during the period of high economic growth called for
extra capacity.
The initial role of the subcontractors was to allow the parent firms to expand their
quantity of production, allowing them to avoid the dangers of rapid expansion through
capital investment in own production. As subcontracting grew in Japanese industry in the
1950’s its harsher side, lower prices and delayed payments, became apparent. In order to
cope with these pricing and payment problems, the first-tier subcontractors divided their
jobs into segments and assigned the simple, messier, and more labour-intensive tasks to
second-tier suppliers. Although, in the automobile industry the rapid expansion in
external capacity entailed a qualitative change in OEM-subcontractor-relations. Small
subcontractors had little capital and they could do little to expand their own capacity.
Also, the quality problems were felt to be prohibitively costly. Under these
circumstances the assemblers began to pursue systematic strategies vis-à-vis their
subcontractors. They encouraged their subcontractors to modernise their facilities and
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provided them with technical assistance and, if necessary, helped them financially. The
subcontractors’ associations (see Ch 7.1) were established in order to introduce technical
teaching.
The high-growth 1960s, substantially redefined subcontracting relations. In order to
ensure quality, the prime contractors offered extensive technical training to their
subcontractors. Major OEM firms concentrated their resources on strategically important
products and processes while they delegated the assembly of more mature products,
small batch items and the manufacture of subsystems to subcontractors. Often
subcontractors, originally responsible only for discrete treatments, were strategically
converted over time into subsystems manufacturers and contract assembles, Outsourcing
relieved assemblers from increasingly complex operational and administrative tasks. As a
result of these developments, approximately 60% of subcontractors in the 1980s in
Japan’s electronics industry were involved in joint design projects with their customers.
(Nishiguchi 1994, Nishiguchi & Brookfield 1997).
Until the 1970s’ the keiretsu structure was described as a very closed system where
the subcontractors had often only one customer, but since then the subcontractors
especially in first and second-tier, have become technological leaders, with several
clients. As Miyashita and Russell (1994 p. 202) wrote on keiretsu: “The social contract
has been broken, and the result is that small firms with good technology, modern
equipment, and skilled employees are increasingly looking around for new clients. The
bigger, first tier-suppliers have done so for years and now small suppliers are also
starting to do so. Many companies will cross keiretsu lines to stay in business, and the
parent firms will learn to put up with it. The vertical keiretsu will still exist but they will
become less rigid, more dynamic”.

The development of European subcontracting systems
The few studies within European companies have shown that the tiered structure has not
been common within European manufacturers. The study of Sako (1992) from the
electronic assembly industry showed that in Japan the multi-tier structure of suppliers
and sub-contractors was common. In the absence of such an institution in Britain, British
subcontractors generally disliked contracting out their work further because of the lack of
control, particularly over quality. It has also been found that typically in European
manufacturing culture the OEM is involved in the operations of subcontractors at most
layers, whereas in Japan the prime contractor only becomes involved in the operation of
the top tier (Thornburn & Takashima, 1992, Lehtinen 1996). Also, the ‘tiers’ could be
used to indicate the degree of influence that the supplier exerts on the supplier chain,
rather than some fixed position in a hierarchy (von Corswant 1999). Subcontractors may
be first- and second-tier at the same time, even relative to the same prime contractor. The
terms “first and second tier” could be used to indicate the degree of influence the supplier
exerts in the supplier chain. Thus, first-tier suppliers (called also system suppliers) are
ones that integrate systems for direct supply to the OEM or have a significant technical
influence on the OEM while supplying indirectly. (Lamming 1993).
In the context of Italian industrial districts a star-shaped structure of subcontracting
has been common, where in the core stood the prime contractor who established links
with various subcontractors. The best-known example has been Benetton. They
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subcontract close to 95% of their activities in manufacturing, distribution, and sales.
More than 400 local small subcontractors have been integrated in the production process.
Also the foreign plants are managed like first level subcontractors. The production
divisions of Benetton purchased all raw materials and the subcontractors are responsible
only for manufacturing getting their raw materials or in-process goods from the prime
contractor. During 1990’s the subcontracting system started to change and more
decentralised subcontracting was favoured: one subcontractor does more and more
operations and the average size of the subcontract firm is bigger (Jarillo & Stevenson
1991, Da Villa and Panizzolo 1996, Zuccaro 1999). The same kind evolution has been
noticed in other traditional industrial districts (Nassimbeni 1999).
Esposito and Raffa (1997) studied the evolution of the Italian subcontracting system in
assembly industries. The system structure has resembled more and more tiered structure
where first-tier subcontractors act as a liaison between the OEM and second/third-tier
subcontractors. They argued that modern subcontracting relationships, unlike traditional
ones, are characterised by a high exchanges of technology and intense involvement of the
subcontractors in the prime contractor's activities is characteristics. The degree of
collaboration is independent of the subcontractor's size. Subcontracting also involves
both manufacturing and design functions. Subcontractors, regardless of their size,
because of technical and economical reasons focus their activities on a few customers.
Based on the earlier examples it should be questioned whether European
subcontracting chains are in an earlier stage in their evolution compared to Japanese
industry or if there really are different “European” approaches to manage subcontracting.

The evolution process towards tiered structure
Three distinct stages in the development of the subcontracting structure particularly
among assembly businesses since late 1980’s (see figure 9) have been identified (see also
Lehtinen 1996). In the first stage, the prime contractor reduced the number of
subcontractors by assigning subassemblies to certain a subcontractor, which become a
first-tier subcontractor or a system supplier. Typically, the material flow changed before
the contract-based structure emerged: i.e. either material flow or information flow in the
supplier of prime contractor was not convergent with the contract-based structure. In the
third stage, the structure of the supplier chain became more stable, and the subcontractors
took a more active role in the product development process. The cases in part two discuss
more about the evolution process and difficulties connected to the process.
There are three ways in which OEMs can reduce the number of suppliers: Firstly, they
can tier the suppliers by assigning whole components to a first-tier supplier. Secondly,
the OEM can cut the number of suppliers by reducing the number of the parts per
component. Thirdly, the OEM can single-source parts that were previously produced by
two or three suppliers. According to Kluge et al. (1996) based on a study on European
manufacturers successful companies in the electronics industry has fewer variants on all
levels in their modular product systems. Apart from enormously simplifying their
production processes, modularity also strengthens the OEM’s position vis-à-vis suppliers,
opening up another avenue towards lower cost and higher productivity.
Lilliecreutz (1996) studied how Swedish suppliers to the automotive industry
developed. He found out that supplier’s development occurred in close relationship with
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a buyer company; in a relationship, which can be described as buyer dominated. The
study’s conclusions were that a supplier’s development is affected vertical, mostly
customers, and horizontal factors, mainly other suppliers, and that is through internal
actions that supplier develops. Changes in the buying company’s surroundings point to
an increased share of systems purchased from external suppliers. Increased outsourcing
can lead to dependence, where the buyer increases his dependence on the supplier. This
requires a selective choice of resources from potential collaborators. Opportunities to
focus on the core activity decrease in relation to the increase in the number of
collaborators.
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Fig. 9. The evolution of the structure of subcontracting chain.
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7.1 Models for supplier network development
Supplier development activities vary widely, and may include supplier evaluation,
feedback of supplier performance, raising performance expectations, education and
training for supplier personnel, supplier recognition, placement of engineering and other
buyer personnel at the supplier’s premise, and the direct capital investment by buying
into the supplier (Krause & Ellram 1997). Other forms of supplier development are use
of cross-exchanges of staff, one-to-one consulting and supplier associations and schools
(Dimancescu et al. 1997, Hines 1994). Supplier development may take place on a one-toone basis between the OEM and one or more of its suppliers, or it may be a more groupbased effort and takes place between a large OEM and a group of its immediate
suppliers. This latter group approach is common among Japanese firms and is organised
through supplier associations. There are a number of different exchange mechanisms
between Japanese customers and subcontractors but most tend to be concerned with
middle and senior management. The exchange could happen both ways, including
product development and manufacturing engineering. Also a small number of western
organisations have set up supplier schools by educating the suppliers in manufacturing or
management approaches schools or “universities”.
In the supply chain literature, supplier development typically refers to the
collaborative management set up by the OEM. At this outset subcontractors tend to adapt
their routines and practices to those of the prime contractor (Christensen & Damgaard
2000). Lamming (1996) saw that strategies which emerged for supplier development
have been during the last decade, cascade and intervention. The cascade strategy entails
passing the customer’s ideas to the supplier, assuming that they will pass “downwards” to
the supplier’s suppliers. The cascade model may assume that it is sufficient for the OEM
to dictate and to delegate responsibility for implementation of the policy. This strategy is
considered to have a clear “weeding out” tool in the process of rationalising supply bases.
The other supplier development strategy, intervention, is based on the belief that the
prime contractor is able to intervene in the supplier’s business operations and bring out
change for the better. Two sorts of intervention strategies are apparent. In the first the
prime contractor sends a team of experts to sort out problems in the supplier. In the
second, the prime contractor’s experts work side by side the supplier’s personnel. (Hines
et al. 2000). Lamming (1996) argued that neither of these strategies follows the idea of
lean supply that highlights the essential and equal role of suppliers in order to exploit
expertise wherever it lies in the chain.
The control and development of the supplier networks has been one of the most
important tasks within Japanese manufacturing companies. The key to this success is the
formal co-ordination of the suppliers through the supplier associations (kyoryoku kai)
mechanism, which have been a commonly used platform since the 1950’s in Japan. The
main aims and objectives of the associations has been both improvement the abilities and
skills of suppliers and to produce a uniform supply system. According to Smitka (1989)
they were the centres to the both feasibility of governance by trust, and not merely for the
diffusion of technology. Also, associations are sometimes, especially in the electronics
industry, set up for the purpose of developing smaller suppliers rather than the largest
suppliers in terms of purchase spent. Another view is that supplier association is more
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likely to be seen it as an organisational framework facilitating organisational change and
changes in relational management with all parties involved (Christensen & Damgaard
2000). While most Japanese large companies have their own supplier associations, the
concept has recently in the 1990’s been adopted in Europe. About 20 such cases have
been set up e.g. in the UK, typically in the automotive and electronics industry, Sweden
and Denmark (Aitken & Gullander 1998, Hines & Rich 1998, Christensen & Damgaard
2000).

8 Classification of subcontractors
The suppliers have in general been categorised based on the OEM’s purchasing strategy.
The portfolio model described first by Kraljic (1983) has been used in purchasing as a
basis for classifying suppliers and purchases and setting purchasing strategy (see figure
10). Subcontractors have, in general, been classified from the prime contractor’s point of
view based on two dimensions: the supplier’s capabilities in research and development
and the level collaboration with the prime contractor. The third dimension mentioned is
the strategic positioning (see figure 11). In table 5 an overview of the basic terms used in
this study are presented.
.

High

•Leading position in
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•Few alternative
sources of supply

Low

Uniqueness of supply source

Critical suppliers

•Sufficient number of
suppliers
•Product know-how
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Fig. 10. The supplier’s portfolio based on Kraljic (1983) approach.
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Capabilities of subcontractor:
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Fig. 11. Taxonomy of subcontractors.

Table 5. An overview of terms used in this study
Type of a subcontractor
Jobber
Capacity subcontractor
Part supplier
Component supplier
System supplier

Definition
The subcontractor manufactures single parts or does small jobs and
uses often free issues
The subcontractor is used when extra capacity is needed. Capacity
subcontractors often use free issues.3
The subcontractor produces parts or offer special production phases.
The amount of assembly is limited.
The subcontractor offers also assemblies that include some subsubcontracting.
The subcontractor offers complete product modules or systems that
always include sub-subcontracting.

The subcontractors have traditionally been classified based on the reason for
outsourcing. Those reasons of a prime contractor have included lack of capacity inhouse, need for expertise or technology, financial reasons e.g. cost-cutting, union
avoidance, product life cycle (e.g. outsourcing of old designs) and organisational changes
3

Free issues are parts supplied free of charge by an OEM to its assembly subcontractor (Boswell
1993)
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in operations (Webster & Beach 1999). A popular categorisation referring to
subcontractors’ importance to the prime contractor proposed earlier distinguished
between capacity, specialised and economic subcontractors (Challou 1978, Imrie 1994).
The capacity subcontracting, normally of short term, is set up to meet unexpected or
exceptional increases in demand. Also, the capacity supplier is not characterised by
particular technological contents. The subcontractor quantitatively extends the
production capacity of the customer. The “specialised” subcontract is of long term and
has been established by the OEM to draw on specialised expertise. The subcontractor has
technological contents that require specialised professional know-how and capabilities
obtainable by outsourcing. (De Toni & Nassimbeni 1996). “Economic” subcontracting
aims at cost benefits obtainable by outsourcing.
Lately the capabilities of subcontractors have been used for categorisation because the
make-or-buy decisions are influenced by the capability profile of the subcontractors.
These capabilities include subcontractors’ investments e.g. capacity and technology,
innovations and other specialised capabilities. The innovation of the subcontractor has
often been seen as product innovativeness e.g. describing the supplier’s involvement in
research and development. Asanuma (1989) presented a classification of parts and
suppliers into six classes according to their initiative in the design process in the Japanese
automotive industry. The main distinction has been between 1) parts manufactured
according to drawings supplied by the core firm 2) parts manufactured according to
drawings made by the respective suppliers and approved by the core firm and 3) off-theshelf non-customer-specific or catalogue parts. According to Hines (1994) the largest
share of parts in the Japanese automobile case are so-called black box parts designed by
the supplier using their own technologies and expertise. According to Wynstra and Ten
Pierick (2000) the suppliers’ involvement in product development could be categorised
based on the degree of development responsibility held by the supplier and development
risk.
In the automobile and other assembler industry suppliers are commonly divided into
system suppliers and part manufacturers (Thaler 1997, Lilliecreutz 1996). System
suppliers are usually considered to be value-added partners that supply system
undertakings and have a first-tier position within the chain. The component supplier also
offers system undertakings with fewer R&D skills and responsibilities. Part
manufacturers are considered to be subcontractors that typically produce parts or
processes according to the customers’ drawings. The role of a parts manufacturer has
been considered to involve risks and uncertainties, such as a low entrance barriers for
competitors, cost competition and day-to-day ordering, and possibly small batch sizes
(Thaler 1997). Also a term jobber, one who does small jobs, has been used in describing
part manufacturers. The fourth role proposed for subcontractors is a specialist, i.e. a
company, with special knowledge and importance in a limited process or sub-product
within the chain. These suppliers could be either on the first tier or on lower tiers
(Lamming, 1993). Figure 12 shows the framework adopted from Thaler (1997).
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Fig. 12. The classification of subcontractors in the automobile industries (Thaler 1997).

Wood et al. (1996) used also a portfolio based approach to categorise suppliers of
manufacturing industry into four classes based on the level of technology and
collaboration. A commodity supplier makes goods according to OEM specifications and
competes primarily on price. Like commodity suppliers, collaborative specialists
produce according to OEM but attempt to differentiate products by developing close
customer relationships. The technology specialists manufacture unique components that a
customer wants. Problem solver seeks to develop strong technical and collaborative skills
so that they can resolve customers’ design and production problem. The problem solver
is considered to be in the first tier, while the collaborative and technology specialist
resembles first- or second tier suppliers and commodity supplier resembles the third- or
fourth-tier material or off-the-self supplier (Howard 1990). According to van Wheele
(2000) a buyer-supplier relationships may develop over time. The following aspects of
suppliers are found when relationships are changed from operational to strategic
partnerships: supplier, preferred supplier, supplier partner and design partner.
Lamming (1993) presented four strategies for lean suppliers in the automobile
industry, depending on industry dependency and technological innovativeness dividing
suppliers into key players or loyal collaborators. Lamming’s model reminds the classic
part vs. system supplier classification. To be a lean supplier a company must choose the
extent to which it wants to gain control over the added value and the degree to which its
wants to be involved in the industry as a leader or a follower. Moving from one position
to another requires clear strategic thinking. This will require significant acquisition of
resources, development of skills, and growth; e.g. the decision to follow a key player
strategy involves the components supplier in taking the initiative with customers in
technical and logistical matters.
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Another, less common, form of classification has been through strategic positioning.
Subcontractors have been divided into “product” and “process” subcontractors. The
former is usually characterised by a greater added value since the subcontracted object
incorporates more sophisticated and extended capabilities. The latter regards production
phases (e.g. metal forming, tensioning etc.) or technical services (design, maintenance,
testing) (De Toni & Nassimbeni 1996). In earlier studies by Lehtinen (1999)
subcontractors were identified in a similar way to be either process or product –oriented.
The later are specialised in certain customised components while the process orientated
supplier offers process capacity and technology.

8.1 The growth models for subcontractors
The evolution of subcontractors could be referred to business growth theories. General
frameworks, descriptive models for company growth indicate how organisations,
management practices, and resource requirements evolve as companies grow. They point
out possible problems associated with the different stages of company growth. Typically,
the models (e.g. Churchill & Lewis 1983, Scott & Bruce 1987) have described company
growth as a predetermined sequential process from one stage to another. Different stages
are frequently characterised by variables such as size, managerial style, organisational
structure, formality, strategic goals, and founders’ involvement. In the company growth
models, business context is often assumed to determine the speed of transition from one
stage to the following one. These transitions are thought to take place through
management or resource crises that are typically characterised as revolutionary. (Salonen
1995). According to Churchill and Lewis (1983) in the early development stages the
most critical determinants are the entrepreneur’s ability to do diverse things, the control
of cash and the chances of the company to obtain resources. In the later stages the quality
and diversity of the people, the systems of control, the ability of the owner to manage
through a delegation are growing in importance.
The growth of the company leads to increase complexity, while the number of
different heterogeneous elements in the system increases (Covin & Slevin 1997). The
complexity management model proposed by Covin and Slevin (1997) is presented in
figure 13. The sources of managerial complexity may originate within an organisation’s
boundaries. According to Vesalainen (1995) physical resources, business contracts,
product variations, inventories, and levels of organisation tend to increase as the firm
ages and grows. Growth leads to greater managerial complexity by requiring that
managers establish business practices and organisational attributes commensurate with,
and supportive of, their firms’ size and scope of operations. Managerial complexity can
be modelled as a function of the level of organisational and environmental complexity
required or faced by the firm. There might be two ways to manage complexity: One is
associated organisational assignments to new individuals or sub units that are added to
the organisation to better enable it to handle the complicating issues that are contributing
to complexity. Another approach is to simplify the overall administrative task by
structural modularisation. Managerial complexity may also be reduced through business
strategy changes, where the scope or level of an organisation’s operations is reduced.
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Outsourcing of key business functions or operations is often engaged in for reducing
managerial complexity (Covin & Slevin 1997).
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Fig. 13. A complexity management model of firm growth (Covin & Levin 1994).

9 Manufacturing strategy concept
The idea of business strategy has been developed, discussed and applied by academics
and practitioners over many years. However, the concept of manufacturing strategy is
comparatively recent and few research studies on the manufacturing strategy issues from
the subcontracting manufacturers’ point of view exist. In 1969, Skinner presented his
famous article “Manufacturing - Missing Link in Corporate Strategy” emphasising the
need for a manufacturing strategy, which would link manufacturing to corporate strategy.
The original key idea of manufacturing strategy was the trade-off; e.g. the task of a
company’s manufacturing organisation is to configure a production system that, through
a consistent choice, reflects the priorities and trade-offs implicit in its competitive
situation and strategy. In other words, manufacturing strategy concept concerns the
complexity within a manufacturing company and tries to find managerial solutions to
cope with external and internal changes. Also, the manufacturing strategy is determined
by the pattern of decisions actually made by the managers (Hayes & Wheelwright 1984).
This involves, besides machinery and technology, how production is organised and the
principles of the evolution of manufacturing, depending on external changes.
Usually the definitions of manufacturing strategy include some mention of building or
positioning resources in a way which enhances a firm’s competitive position in the
marketplace. Decision-making in manufacturing strategy planning frameworks typically
centres on “competitive priorities” (Skinner 1969, Wheelwright 1978). Hayes and
Wheelwright (1984) stress that different firms or business units differ in the emphasis
given to each competitive priority, thus creating their own unique strategic profile.
Competitive priorities have been traditionally seen as incompatible with one other
(Wheelwright 1984). These priorities included originally quality, delivery, dependability
(on specifications, on-time delivery and service), product and volume flexibility and
price (cost). Later e.g. innovation has been added to these priorities. Chase et al. (1992)
argued that service is a fifth competitive dimension unrelated to dependability. Service
pertains to a factory’s ability to enhance the firm’s relationships to customers. This
covers providing information to other internal functions (e.g. R&D, and marketing) by
problem solving, by enhancing sales and through after-sales support.
A problem with competitive priorities is that they are too conceptually aggregated to
clearly direct the proper uses of manufacturing resources (Swink & Hegarty 1998). Each
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of the priorities is also complex and many different meanings and interpretations have
been attached to each term. Another important limitation is that competitive priorities do
not discriminate between manufacturing capabilities and manufacturing outcomes
(Corbett & Van Wassehnove 1993). Swink and Hegarty (1998) specified dimensions of
product differentiation, manufacturing outcomes and manufacturing capability. The bases
of production differentiation (e.g. purchase price, delivery reliability, delivery speed,
production information, product image and unique or performance of product) are
defined using a customer’s perspective. The manufacturing product outcomes (e.g.
development time, order processing time, lead time variance etc.) are commonly used
dimensions of manufacturing performance. The framework by Swink and Hegarty (1998)
suggests that growth in manufacturing effectiveness stems from three core capabilities
for change, which are improvement, innovation and integration.
Manufacturing strategists (Hayes & Wheelwright 1984, Hayes et al. 1988) categorised
the decision elements of operations strategy as structural and infrastructural. Structural
decisions regards capacity, facilities, technology and process span. Manufacturing
infrastructure includes organisation, controls, procedures, systems, communications,
attitudes, experience and skills (Hill 1993). Hill (1993) provided a manufacturing
strategy framework and process that structured the relationship between competitive
priorities, structure (process choice) and infrastructure. The approach of Hill follows a
top-down process of strategy formulation that adopts a Chandlerian (Chandler 1962)
approach that “structure follows strategy”.
Hayes and Pisano (1994) define manufacturing strategy as being about creating the
operational capabilities a company needs for the future. They suggest that capabilities are
activities that firm can do better than its competitors. A capability is not something a firm
can buy. Capabilities are organisationally specific; they must be developed internally.
The fact that they are difficult to imitate or transfer is what makes them valuable.
Capabilities derive less from specific technologies or manufacturing facilities and more
from manufacturing infrastructure; people, management and information systems,
learning, and organisational focus (Swink & Hegarty 1998).
Later the World Class Manufacturing (WCM) and lean concept of manufacturing
challenged the concept of manufacturing trade-offs: A world-class manufacturer is able
to deliver a quality product, at a lower price, when the customer wants it, at level of
better than or equal to its competitors (Fry & Steele 1994). For example, Schonberger
(1986) describes the goal of WCM as continual and rapid improvement with respect to
quality, cost, lead time, customer service and flexibility. Womack et al (1990) supported
this approach using the term lean producer to describe an organisation which pursued
multiple competitive priorities simultaneously. According to the concept of mass
customisation companies are increasingly finding that they must adopt strategies
embracing both efficiency and customisation (Pine 1993, Anderson & Pine 1997).
Through the application of technology and new management methods, they have found
their way to a new paradigm by creating variety and customisation through flexibility
and quick responsiveness. The resulting absence of trade-offs requires that a world class
manufacturer or lean producer modifies its managerial focus so that it no longer analyses
and chooses which types of performance to focus on, but rather, achieves high level
performance, across the board (Flynn et al. 1999). Studies on manufacturing
competitiveness have also pointed out, that companies were developing manufacturing
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competitiveness through the progressive or cumulative built-up of capabilities (De Meyer
et al. 1989). Also, the order and the manner in which manufacturing capabilities are built
can change. The typical proposed goal of progression is first quality improvement, then
dependability, cost reduction and flexibility (Hall 1986). According to Noble (1997)
better performing companies are more likely to address multiple manufacturing
capabilities simultaneously.

9.1 The concept of focusing factory
The term “focused factory” was first introduced by Skinner (1974). The focused factory
follows the idea that no single organisation can do all things equally well. According to
Skinner (1974):
A factory that focuses on a narrow product mix for a particular market niche will
outperform the conventional plant, which attempts a broader mission. ... But, more
important, such a plant can become a competitive weapon because its entire
apparatus is focused to accomplish the particular manufacturing task demanded by
the company’s overall strategy and marketing objective.
Twenty years later Womack and Roos (1994) still argued that companies need a
sharper focus: Most companies do too much and do much of it poorly. In the world of the
lean enterprise, each company in a value stream will tackle a narrower set of tasks that it
can do well. The narrower the scope of responsibility, the more easily a company can
calculate costs and benefits and see the results of these improvement efforts. Hayes and
Pisaro (1994) argued that the emergence of new flexible manufacturing systems, which
made it possible for factories to produce a broad range of products with little loss in
efficiency, also seemed to undercut the need for focused factories. They also saw, that the
traditional approach to manufacturing strategy and lean manufacturing consider the idea
of focus differently.
The focused factory concept by Skinner could be seen as starting point for plantswithin-plant -configurations (e.g. layout cells, product factories, specialised
workstations). In that way, sites are physically divided thus providing a “separate” plant
within which manufacturing is focused to the needs of different parts of total business.
According to Lee (1992) in planning manufacturing strategy, focus issues should be
examined at each level (e.g. factory, PWP, cell, workstation) since they often differ.
One of the most difficult tasks in managing production is responding to the different
demands. This is not only due to the wide and often diverse nature of these demands but
also to the level of complexity generated in the corresponding parts of the manufacturing
function, including suppliers (Hill 1993). In general, industrial strategy is defined as a
search for consistency between products, technologies (or industrial and logistic
processes) and organisation and management modes (or information systems). Kotha and
Orne (1989) presented a three-pole analysis, a theoretical manufacturing structure
framework that uses three dimensions: process structure complexity, product line
complexity and organisational scope.
On the practical level, a simplistic view of focus is “variety reduction” and market
sector reduction (Lee 1992). The key is to limit the demands placed on manufacturing by
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limiting the number of processes and customers and well as the number of different
products/product families (Schroeder & Pesch 1994). Hayes and Wheelwright (1984)
argued that how plant should be focused depends on the capabilities it want built.
In spite of the importance of the focus concept within manufacturing strategy, there
have been very few studies on focus criteria. The most common criteria presented are
(Lee 1992, Hill 1993, Swink & Way 1995):
- Process: Being process focussed means that manufacturing facility is designed on a
general-purpose basis and is thus able to meet the needs of a relatively wide range of
volumes. The requirements would include product development, low volumes, and
intermittent, uncertain demand patterns and delivery volumes. According to Lee
(1992) process focused plants concentrate on technical expertise but are difficult to
co-ordinate and control.
- Product: Plant is design to meet the needs of a relatively narrow range of products,
normally with high volumes and/or similar process requirements. Usually specialised
to meet the low-cost requirements. Not as efficient as a well-managed process focused
organisation, but tends to be better able to manage efficient purchasing and increasing
span of process.
- Market: Market segments can be a basis for focus, when the customers’ demands
differ substantially
- Volume: Similar products may require separate processes and infrastructure for high
and low volumes.
- Geographic: Physical proximity to customers, suppliers or to special skills may be
necessary.
- Infrastructure: Support systems and other dominant site factors can impact
organisation structures and the associated facilities.
It is also argued (see Hill 1993, Swink & Way 1995) that manufacturing should
choose between product and process focus for each of its plants. The type of focus should
change as products go through their life cycles; in the early stage of growth and in a
period of decline, process focused is favoured, while in the period of maturity product
focus becomes dominant.

Process Positioning
The process positioning consists of the width of a firm’s internal span of process, the
degree and direction of vertical integration alternatives and its links and relationships
with suppliers, distributors and customers (Hill 1993). The literature of process
positioning has so far concentrated on the problematic of make-or-buy decision
forgetting the managerial questions, which follow from the changes in the span of
process of the firm. Hill pointed out that changes in the span of process would invariably
lead to a change in the total management task within the business; e.g. a widening of
process span increases the complexity and the hidden costs associated with these
incremental uplifts. Also, span-of-process changes bring corresponding changes in the
manufacturing management task.
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The make-or-buy -decisions
The make-or-buy decisions have been categorised based on the strategic level where
decisions are made:
- The strategic make-or-buy approach provides the rationale for investment in
manufacturing capability in the long term.
- The tactical make-or-buy deals with the issue of temporary capacity imbalance.
- Component make-or-buy is a decision about a particular component determined by the
capabilities and criteria established within the strategy (Probert 1997).
The make-or-buy decisions have, in general, been analysed from three perspectives: 1)
the cost analysis 2) the power/dependence and 3) strategic resources perspective. The
cost analysis perspective has been the classical way of looking at make-or-buy. The
definition of cost analysis perspective entails trying to take account of all important costs
that can arise in a comparison between the two alternatives: make or buy (Brandes 1994,
McIvor, 2000). The power/dependence perspective takes into account mankind’s limited
rationality and opportunism. The perspective has materialised over a long period: the
framework was called Transactional economics, or more recently “the new
Institutionalists”. According to Williamson (1975) transaction costs occur according to
basic assumption of human behaviour and insufficiencies that upset the economic
models. The essence of transactional cost economies is that when these costs are high,
organisations will tend to internalise them in the belief that bringing the transactions into
one organisation will reduce or eliminate and certainly control these costs. Where these
costs are not perceived to be high then the efficiency of the market is assumed to be more
suitable and the choice will be “buy”. In spite of the theoretical model, there are several
authors who consider, that despite of high transactional costs, outsourcing is favoured;
e.g. the transactional cost of using subcontractors can be reduced by supply chain
management, including better uses of contracts and building supplier trust (Thorburn &
Takashima 1992).
Williamson uses the term asset specificity, which means the degree to which
investments are associated to a certain product or relation. Asset specificity is further
divided into physical, dedicated, human and site. (Williamson 1985). The higher the
degree of asset specificity the product has, the more difficult is to change suppliers. Thus,
outsourcing is likely to be low if very specific assets (e.g. high degree) are required, and
higher if suppliers can archive economies of scale by supplying a range of customers
(Thorburn & Takashima 1992). According to Nitshiguchi (1994) studies on
subcontracting asset specificity is not the cause but the consequence of a strategy to
maintain conceptual relations in the interest of preserving long-term reciprocal benefits.
In resent years the third approach, the strategic resource perspective (Hammel &
Prahaland 1994), to make-or-buy is strongly favoured. In general, most companies
consider choose to keep in-house those processes, which present their core elements or
competence of their business. Reve (1990) distinguishes between core skills and
complementary skills. Only those resources that are most markedly unique must kept in
house. Complementary skills if they are of fairly high strategic importance, items of low
strategic importance can be purchased on the open markets. The lean production points
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out that it is important for the OEM to retain design, development and production of
some vital parts even though outsourcing is favoured (Womack et al. 1990). The
relationship between outsourcing practice and supplier management has become crucial
as companies increasingly pursue core competency strategies and employ partnership
sourcing as a basis for reducing the risks associated with outsourcing. So far for example
the company’s supply base in the outsourcing process has clearly underlined in the
literature (McIver 2000).
In spite of these theoretical perspectives there are other aspects for make-or-buy
decisions such as product or technology volume and life cycle. In general, a company
may consider outsource those products with low-volume demand. Thorburn and
Takashima (1992) presented some examples of outsourcing practices in the Japanese
electronics and motor industry: The OEMs may keep in-house those processes subject to
large economies of scale, and outsource more specialised and variegated items, but when
a product is coming towards end of its life cycle, it would be outsourced. Another
principle is to kept in-house the newest items where a company wishes to preserve
secrecy and outsource everything with mature technology. The same kind of approach
can also be found in some Finnish companies.

9.2 The manufacturing strategy model for subcontractors
The manufacturing strategy model is in this study applied to a subcontractor as a tool for
the company analysis. In the figure 14 the manufacturing strategy for the subcontract
manufacturer is presented. The structure of the model follows Hill’s (1993) classification.
The decisions areas defining the business of the subcontract manufacturer are defined as
following:

Business Strategy
The evaluation criteria of the business strategy of the subcontractor are categorised into
business orientation, the chain position, market and customer base and financial
resources.
The business orientation of a firm is argued to consist of ‘those underlying
philosophies’ that determine the nature and scope of its activities and plans (Vesalainen
1985). An organisation’s business orientation refers to its underlying philosophy, and its
tends to flavour the overall decision-making framework of its management as well (Miles
& Arnold 1991). Vesalainen (1995) argued that there are separate aspects dealing with a
business organisation’s behaviour: 1) the strategic orientation distinct between
entrepreneurial and conservative behaviour 2) the functional orientation (marketing,
R&D, production and finance) and 3) the types (content) of the business strategy.
While the subcontract firms are often led by owner-mangers, the business orientation
of these firms is connected to the owner-manager’s goal orientation including personal
(e.g. status, independence, security of job vs. risk taking, family orientation etc.) and
organisational goals (growth, consolidation, development, social responsibility,
profitability etc.). The manager-owners of a subcontracting firm are commonly technical
oriented persons, whom the literature (see Vesalainen 1995) have tended to view as a
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craftsman type, with low growth goals and conservative strategic orientation. Stanworth
and Curran (1976) distinguish between three other identities: 1) The ‘artisan’ identity,
where the entrepreneur prefers intrinsic satisfactions, personal autonomy at work, being.
able to pick the persons to work with, status within the work place and satisfaction at
producing a quality product backed with person service. 2) The ‘classical entrepreneur’
identity resembles the classical economists’ view of entrepreneurship. Earnings and
profit become a core component in the owner-manager’s definition of his role and hence
in the way to act out his role. 3) The ‘manager’ identity centres on meanings and goals
concerned with the recognition, by significant others, of managerial excellence.

Business Strategy
•Business orientation
•Chain position / Manufacturing focus
•Market area / Customer base
•Financial resources

Manufacturing capability variables
•Quality
•Flexibility
•Innovation
•Integration
•Service

Structure
•Capacity: size, volume, timing
•Processes: core technologies
and systems
•Facilities
•Process positioning: internal /
external sourcing

Infrastructure
•Human resources
•Planning and control: external and
internal logistics
•Organisation
•Product / Process development
•Quality systems
•Performance measurement

Fig. 14. The manufacturing strategy model for subcontractors.
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Manufacturing competitive priorities
The manufacturing competitive priorities or capabilities of a subcontract manufacturer
can be divided in five main categories: quality, flexibility, innovation, integration and
service (table 6).
Table 6. Core manufacturing capabilities of a subcontractor.
Capability variable

Definition

Quality4

§
§

Flexibility5

§

Agility6

§

Mix flexibility
Volume flexibility

§
§

Modification flexibility

§

Innovation7

§

Integration

§

Service8

§

Consulting

§

The quality fits design specifications (meet customer needs)
The qualification of manufacturing and logistics processes
(rejects, rework, control)
The ability to efficient handle of changes involving the
manufacturing function on long and short term
The ability to easily react to changes in input or output
requirement over a short time span
The ability to manufacture a variety of items
The ability to efficiently to produce wide ranges in the
demanded volumes of items
The ability to easily adjust processes to product design changes,
new products and special needs
The ability to create and implement unique product and/or
process innovations that improve manufacturing performance
and ads value for the customer.
The ability to integrate new products and processes into the
operations and adopt new in-house or outsourced processes.
The ability to understand customers’ needs and to acquire,
develop and convey valuable information and insights regarding
product and processes.
The ability to assist both internal groups and customers in
problem solving (e.g. product development, design for
manufacturability, quality improvements)

The term “quality” is used in a very specific form referring to the quality of processes
and products of the company, following the content, which is commonly used by
practitioners. The quality of the subcontractor can be measured e.g. in terms of faults,
rework and cost of poor quality. The evaluation of the subcontractor’s quality usually

4

See Tanskanen (1994) p. 67
See Swink and Hegarty (1998), Nilsson (1995 p. 2)
6
The agility is often used to refer to business wide capability that embraces organisational
structures, information sytems, logistics processes and mindsets (Christopher, 2000) In this study
the definition is more limited.
7
Swink and Hegarty (1998)
8
Swink and Hegarty (1998). used the term “acuity” instead “service”.
5
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includes auditing practices according to the prime contractor’s own specifications
following ISO 9001 or QS-9000 requirements.
The flexibility concept has been widely discussed in manufacturing literature.
Manufacturing flexibility can be defined as “the ability of a manufacturing system
successfully to changing environmental conditions and process requirements” (Slack
1988). It is both in the short-term and in the long-term is related to products, volume and
facilities (Tanskanen 1994). The term “agility” is used in this study describing short-term
flexibility that depends on delivery responsiveness of a firm’s processes and machinery.
Mix, volume and modification flexibility are related to both short- and long-term
flexibility that results more from strategic and organisational decisions.
Innovation, as defined in the literature, always involves change. Companies achieve
competitive advantage through acts of innovations (Porter 1990). According to Betz
(1997) innovation is introducing a new or improved product, process or service into the
marketplace. Druckner (1986) saw innovation as the specific tool of entrepreneurs, the
means by which they exploit change as an opportunity for different business or service.
In the context of the subcontractor the innovations could be divided into product and
process innovations. Product innovations concern the manufacturability of products and
improved functionality that adds value. Process innovations can also be divided into two
categories: technological and method innovations (Tanskanen 1994). The innovativeness
of a subcontractor is connected to the technological capabilities of the firm to making
better products at a lower price (Petroni 2000).
Integration referred to the subcontractor’s ability to adopt new operations and
integrate out-sourced resources quickly. The integration is considered as an independent
variable, while it is seen to be very important capability when a subcontractor evolves
towards system supplier through growth process. The last variable is called “service”. In
this study the service offered by the subcontractor is seen as a form of “consulting”. It is
the added “free” information concerning processes and products that the subcontractor
gives to the prime contractor. The other form of service is consulting inside the prime
contractor’s organisation e.g. the subcontractor’s personnel offers aid and training to the
customers. Also, the subcontractor can offer the prime contractor other services like
third-party logistics arrangements. The last form of manufacturing services is showcasing
e.g. the ability to enhance sales and marketing by exhibiting technology, equipment or
production systems (Swink and Hegarty 1998, Chase 1990).

Structure
The decision on the structure of the manufacturing includes capacity, processes, facilities
and process positioning. The structure of manufacturing is strongly connected to the
prime contractor’s base of the company and visa versa, the structure of manufacturing
limits the business strategy decisions. The capacity of the subcontractor can be
highlighted both from the present context but also how the subcontractor is able to apply
new capacity at the right time. The choice of processes includes the definition of core
technologies, machinery and facilities. Also, the choice of processes is related to volume
(e.g. jobbing or one-of-kind, batch, lines etc.) An important facet of the subcontractor’s
manufacturing strategy is concerned with the process positioning.
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Infrastructure
The infrastructure decisions are concerned with human resources, planning and control
systems and process and quality development of the subcontractor. Issues connected to
the infrastructure are most often evaluated and discussed with the prime contractors. In
general, the supplier development programmes only deals with infrastructure choices.
Compared to the other areas of the manufacturing strategy the infrastructure development
is the area within the subcontracting chain that is easy to see and define by the OEM.

Part II Empirical Study
Part II of the study describes first three case studies. Case I (Chapter 10) presents the
largest study including the OEM and its four main subcontractors covering the time
period 1988-1997. Case I focussed on the transformation of a supplier structure
consisting of four local subcontractors of the OEM, a medium sized manufacturer of
special instruments since the late 1980's. The first case points out especially the
development of the subcontractor’s business in the 1990’s. The other cases II and III give
an overview of the evolution of subcontracting in the metal and electronics industry.
Case II (Chapter 11) discusses a pump manufacturer from the 1980s to 1996 and case III
(Chapter 12) presents the evolution of a subcontracting system in a telecommunications
company in the 1980s to 1997. The case studies consist first of a description of the
OEM’s sourcing policy and the subcontracting companies.
The purpose of the cases is to describe the evolution of subcontracting both from the
subcontractors' and the OEM's point of view. The three main issues of interest are:
- How the cooperation is realised, especially compared to the lean supply model.
- What are the main features of the subcontracting chain structure and what are the
elements causing the evolution of the subcontracting decisions.
- How the subcontractors’ manufacturing strategy have transformed; especially how the
capabilities of companies are evolved.
In chapter 13 the main findings of the cases are discussed. Chapters 14 and 15 draw
the general conclusions. In chapter 14 the factors affecting the development of the
subcontracting chain structure are discussed. Also the problems of applying the lean
supply concept are highlighted. In chapter 15 the evolution process of subcontractors is
discussed. In the last chapter, 16, the main theoretical results and implications for
managerial practices and future study are discussed.

10 Case study I: Transformation of subcontracting chain
and subcontractors 1988-97
Research methodology
In the case studies, qualitative research methods, mostly personal in-depth interviews,
have been used in data generation. The interviews were mostly conducted in an informal
manner lasting from one to three hours. The notes on the factory visits and interviews
were always recorded with own thoughts and comments. That way the ideas and
adjustments during the data collection process could easily be followed and joined
together in the analysing stage. Because the key interviewees were the same during the
years, a friendly atmosphere could be created between interviewees and the researcher.
The first interviews were made in the years 1988-90, started with the OEM’s supplier
policy (presented as a case example by Lehtinen (1991) and the second round in 199597. Some of the case companies were also visited between the years 1990 and 1995. The
total number of visits per firm was between 3 to 6. The notes of earlier visits were every
time checked by interviewees. Also, the upstream firms (printed circuit board
manufacturer and component distributors) were visited once and the interviews were
conducted in a structured form. In the subcontracting firms the managing director,
usually the owner of the company, and the other management were interviewed. In the
OEM company the purchasing manager was the key source of information. He left the
firm in 1997, which was the natural point for finishing the case study.
The study also included quantitative data (sales, purchases and investment figures),
which was given by the firms. The study did not include any structural analyses of
material or information flow. Additionally, a supportive questionnaire was conducted
where the respondents were asked to evaluate, on scale of 1-5, the importance of other
members of the subcontracting network for them. The purpose of this questionnaire was
to compare the answer profiles with each other, e.g. to find strong and weak relationships
in the network and to identify managerial problems. Also, the aim was to test the
questionnaire form as a tool. The same questionnaire form was also used in the other
cases. An example of this questionnaire and analysis is presented in appendix.
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The OEM company - Sensodec
The company is a special instruments manufacturer, which is part of a large consolidated
company - Valmet Automation. Sensodec was established in Kajaani in 1985. The
turnover of the business unit was around 50 MFIM in 1997. The main product of the
OEM was industrial process control equipment and systems used in paper machines. Its
customers are pulp and paper makers, that purchase equipment as part of the yearly
maintenance, or paper machine manufacturers e.g. Sensodec could be considered as a
first-tier subcontractor (OEM) with the whole value stream of the final product, paper
machine. According to Sopenlehto-Pehkonen (1996) a pulp and paper maker investing in
a special instrument wants to find a solution to a specific problem or a chance to enhance
profitability. The special instrument as a production good has no significant value for the
customer unless it fulfils the set task. The central issues when augmenting the product,
services and company image in the sales situation were process and application knowhow. The sales of the instruments manufacturer are least dependent on the electrical and
mechanical design of the device. From the strategic point of view, the production of the
devices is not the core business of the OEM, which means that all manufacturing
processes have gradually been outsourced.
The product consisted of computer devices, mechanics (the sensor), electronics and
assembly services. The products consisted of standardised components and subcontracted
parts and modules. In figure 15 value stream structure of one product type is presented
showing the stocking points within chain. The stock of orders for subcontractors was
formed from two kinds of orders: The main load came from orders for systems for paper
machines with a long lead time. The second types were updated devices ordered for
summer periods, when maintenance took place.
WIREPRODUCTS
Base material
distributor

Components from
distributors

Components from
3 producers

Wire trapping
TEKVAL

Base
material
Producer

PB manufacturing

PB assembly

Testing

Finishing
Base material
distributor

ALM

Machining

Subassembly

PROHIMEK
Base material
distributor

Other modules

ELEKTROSTEP

Laser cutting

Assembly

SENSODEC

Testing
Sheeting

Shipping

Stocking point
An independent firm

Fig. 15. Example of a value stream within the chain studied.

Instalation in
Customers’ plant
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Development of in-house manufacturing and the subcontracting chain
In the mid-1980's, when the company was established, all assembly of devices was done
in-house and the electronic and mechanical parts were supplied by many outside
suppliers. After a few years, the manufacturing and assembly of devices was assigned to
a few subcontractors. It was not until 1994, however that all subsystems assembly was
out-sourced. Further on, the after-sales maintenance of sensors and printed circuits were
transferred to the subcontractors, freeing one employee for other jobs. The in-house
manufacturing included final testing and packaging in the late 1990’s. The basic structure
of the subcontracting system in the middle of 1990’s is presented in figure 16.

Sensodec

Elektrostep

Original equipment
manufacturing & assembly
- product development

Koneistamo Alm

Electronics
manufacturing
-process development
-product development

Mechanics manufacturing
-process development
- product innovations

Wireproducts

Prohimek

Component &
PCB distributors

Fig. 16. The subcontracting chain studied in 1995.

Subcontracting system and sourcing policy
The content of subcontracting could be divided into the following two categories: 1)
printed circuit board (PCB) assembly and 2) mechanical parts, including surface
treatment. In the late 1980's, the idea of a supplier base development was towards a
hierarchical network structure with one or two system suppliers responsible for the
system assembly and material flow in the network. In practice, the prime contractor was
still responsible for co-ordinating the material flow within the network in 1995, even
though the assembly of subsystems and the supply of materials and components had been
assigned to subcontractors. The main features characterising the supplier policy of the
OEM have been a local supplier base, single sourcing and a limited number of
subcontractors. The most crucial question for the purchasing manager in these years
was: Which of the subcontractors of the network should be doing the subsystem
assembly, combining the electronic and mechanical parts into modules?
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The main factors, underlying the sourcing policy were identified as follows:
1. Product structure
A change of subcontractors is usually possible, when a new product generation is
brought to the market. In the special instrument field the life cycle of a product was 5-6
years. During the study period there were no dramatic changes in the product structure.
The low volume and repetitiveness of items favour small subcontractors and single
sourcing. Based on the product structure, the subsystem assembly has been divided
between two main subcontractors, so that Koneistamo Alm had been responsible for the
assemblies where the price of the machine parts was crucial for the whole product.
In 1997 development of a new product family started. The device design was also
outsourced. The entry of a new product family did not dramatically change the supplier
base – a new subcontractor from Southern Finland offering a black box –designed device
was included. When the product structure changed, the purchasing volumes of
subcontracted items could also change; for example the amount of wiring usually
decreased.
2. Purchasing resources of the OEM
The resources of the OEM had been limited and only one person was working full
time on purchasing. Because of the limited personnel resources, the number of suppliers
had been kept limited. By favouring local suppliers whose managers were well known,
the management of problem situations had been kept under control.
3. Changed market demand
The recession in 1992-93 had a major effect on the OEM’s business; it was not until
1995 the sales were on the same level as the late 1980's. At the same time however, the
sales of the subcontractors were growing rapidly (see figure 17). The recession increased
the commitment to long-term subcontractors and willingness to assign own
manufacturing operations to subcontractors.
4. Supplier base
The favouring of local (distance less than 200 km) subcontractors had simultaneously
limited the opportunity to switch suppliers, since the number of specialised
subcontractors with a high product quality was quite small in this area.

The evolution of four subcontractors in the network
All of these subcontractors presented could be described as technology-oriented
companies offering their customers mainly process capacity and knowledge of
manufacturability. None of these companies had their own product design. The evolution
of the subcontractors will be explained below. In table 7 the main variables describing
the manufacturing strategy of the subcontractors in middle of 1990’s are presented.
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Fig. 17. The volume of gross production of subcontractors compared to purchases from the
OEM during 1989-1995.
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Table 7. Overview of the manufacturing strategy variables in middle of 1990’s.
Elekrostep
Turnover /MFIM
1) 1989 2) 1995

Koneistamo Alm

Wireproducts

Prohimek

1) 21 2) 67

1) 2 2) 10

1) 0.2 2) 3

1) 0.8 2) 1.4

Business
orientation

System supplier
Entrepreneur
identity

Customer focus
Artisan identity

Differentiation
Managerial identity

Craftsmanship
Artisan identity

Core technology

PCB assembly

Machining

Wire harness
Assembling

Sheet metal work

Other operations
offered to
Customers

Complete assembly;
Component supply,
Engineering design

Subsystem
assembly,
Surface treatment,
Engineering design,
Material supply

Materials supply,
Simple subassembly

Prototypes,
materials supply

Market area

Electronics
industry, Finland

Local markets
Finland

Local markets

Local markets
Oulu / Kainuu

1) 5

1) 3

1) 4

1) 2

Manufacturing
focus base

Customer:
Growth rate
Liquidity
Product structure
Order frequency

Process:
Volume

Process /
Product:
Structure
Volume

Process
Raw material
Volume
Geographic markets

Competitive /
capability
priorities

Volume
flexibility
Service

Product quality
Mix flexibility

Agility

Agility

Ability to apply
facility resources

High
(testing, stamping)

Core machinery
(NC, FMS)

Low,
Core equipment
(cutting)

Low
Core equipment
(sheet stamping)

Order volume /
item/ year

Quite high
100 – >1000

Small 1-100

Small
1- 10 000

Small 1 - >100
one-of-kind

Product layout

Functional/Line

Functional

Functional

Functional

Product
positioning

Make-to-order
Push system

Make-to-order
Push system

Make-to-order

Make-to-order

Dimensions of
manufacturing
complexity

Limited
customers/items
Unlimited variation
of materials

Unlimited variety of
items
Limited raw
material base

Unlimited variety of
items
Limited customer
base
High variation of
materials

Unlimited variety of
items
Limited process
flow
Limited raw
material

Customer base:
Number of main
9
customers

9

Dependence over 10%
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Koneistamo Alm
Koneistamo Alm was established in 1982 and is situated in Kajaani a few kilometres
from the OEM and Kajaani Technology Park. The owner-manager of the firm worked
before in a local electronics company, which became the first customer of the firm. The
production started in practice in 1985, when first employee was hired. Ten years later the
turnover of the firm was about 10 MFIM and number of employees was about 16. The
incubating firm was still, after ten years, the most important customer; but there were
also new customers e.g. from the machinery industry, which were found through fairs
etc. The core process of the firm was since the beginning was the machining of small
turning parts from special materials like plastic, titanium and stainless steel. The
machinery of the firm included one machining centre purchased in 1995 and number of
manual and NC-machines.
The firm had its first contacts with Sensodec in the late 1980’s and the business
relationship started in 1989. Before that mechanical parts for sensors were fabricated in
another small firm situated 200 km from Kajaani. First the assembly of sensors was done
in Eletrostep, but in 1991 also the assembly was assigned to Alm. At the same time also
another customer followed the same policy and assembly work became a more important
part of the business in the early 1990’s. The maintenance of sensors was also transferred
to the firm in 1995.
In the middle of the 1990’s the orders could be divided into two categories: First,
manufacturing of one-of parts with small series mostly by manual machinery based on
customer orders. Secondly, the machining parts were fabricated for the assembly process.
These parts had larger volumes and were produced by NC-machines. Also, these volume
parts were often manufactured to stock. The materials management policy was also
different: The materials and subcontracting for mechanics were independently sourced,
while for assembly the purchases were made according prime contractor’s instruction.
The lead time of an order was between 4-8 weeks depending if enough components
were available in stock. Different surface treatments, including anodising (two jobbers)
and painting (two jobbers), were first outsourced: Burnishing was subcontracted until
1996. Because the firm offering burnishing was situated in Southern Finland and lead
times of this process were very long, Alm decided to do the process as well as later
anodising themselves.

Prohimek
Prohimek was a family-owned business established in 1987 situated in Kajaani
Technology Park near Sensodec. The owner-manager of the firm was working in the
1980’s in a local company that manufactured cash register systems. The machinery
needed for prototype manufacturing was sold and it was bought-out by the man and his
friend (who soon left Porhimek). The new firm continued to manufacture prototypes for
the incubating firm. In the next years first Elektrostep and then Sensodec became
customers. Also Koneistamo Alm was already known in the 1980’s.
The owner-manager of company explained the they had a very difficult time during
the recession in the early 1990’s as he explained, that “We didn’t do anything wrong to
dissatisfy customers, but still we did not get any orders. ” A few years later Prohimek had
about ten main, permanent customers and the same amount of other clients and the
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incubating prime contractor had only marginal meaning. The main customer with onethird of sales was the same as with Koneisto Alm.
The core business of the firm since the beginning had been to offer local customers
parts manufactured with sheet metal technology. The machinery of the firm had dictated
what could be offered to customers. In the middle of the 1990’s not more than one-sixth
of the sales came from prototype manufacturing. Most of the fabrication was repeatable
parts. Also one-of-kind of parts were fabricated for occasional customers. The firm had
also taken part in some product development projects with their main customer and
designers had visited the firm.
The policy of the owner-manger had been very careful with investments. The core
NC-machine was purchased in 1989 with a six years payback period. Since the beginning
the size of the firm had been unchanged, there had been two to three employees beside
the manager, so that a single worker could be responsible for one work station, which
included the NC-machine, edging and other work. The idea was that two persons within
the firm could do the programming. For fabricating accessory equipment numerous
manual machines were needed. Before the recession prime contractors still often paid
those equipment.
Prohimek was also using a few own subcontractors: laser cutting and surface finishing
processes were single-sourced. Some machinery and later anodising were sourced from
Koneistamo Alm. In middle of the 1990’s the lead times promised for customers varied
from a few days to three weeks, when one week was accounted materials purchasing, one
for fabrication and one for surface treatment. None of the prime contractors sent order
forecasts to the company, which made difficulties for purchasing. Sometimes prime
contractors were asked about their future needs for curtain materials.

Elektrostep (later Incap Electronics)
Elektrostep was established 1982 in Sotkamo about 30 km from Kajaani. Later in the
1990’s the firm belonged to a larger corporation Incap Group. This background made it
possible to invest in automation and facilities in the 1990’s. In 1995 the turnover of the
factory was a 68 MFIM and number of employees about 150. In middle of 1980’s the
company was first a capacity subcontractor of Nokia Telecommunications (NTC)
assembling free issue components. Sensodec become a customer at same time. In the late
1980's Sensodec was the most important customer bringing over 20% of the sales, but in
1995 it was only a minor customer with less than 5% of the total sales.
The manager director defined the business strategy as Porter’s cost-driven
differentiation. The basic ideas since the late 1980’s were towards the system supplier
concept offering customers materials, production, testing, subassembly and design of
manufacturability. According to the manager director, the system concept did not yet
gain real acceptance by prime contractors during the research period. In 1994 the factory
had about over 20 customers; even though the company tried to limit its number of prime
contractors to under 20, while the five biggest customers brought in about 78% of the
sales. The customers were selected based on the volume (cash or item).
Even though Sensodec was still in the 1990’s seen as a strategic customer for the
following reasons: First, the long term relationship with a reputable company guarantees
orders and payments even during recession. Second, the product structure fitted easily in
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with Elektrostep’s process structure. Third, Elektrostep had been able to take part in the
OEM’s product development process which, as well as long co-operation, had also been
a reference for other customers.
The core technology of the company had been since the beginning printed board
assembling. The first auto-placement machine was bought in 1985 and surface mount
placement machine in 1988. The production personnel of the firm considered that the
core product did not change during the ten years period. A strong production orientation
was typical for employees. In 1980’s the order lot sizes were between 100-150. Because
of the recession and increased level of automation, the volume flexibility increased e.g.
also small orders as well large ones were able and willing be manufactured by the firm
since the early 1990’s. In the middle of the 1990’s the testing activities increased and
also some customers assigned their electrical testing devices to Elektrostep. Also in the
same time period some nearby customers also outsourced their own printed board
assembly assigning both machinery and workers to the firm. The subassemblies were
manufactured according to the prime contractor’s drawings.
The large scale of order volumes and high variation of components needed in
customised products made the planning of the manufacturing difficult. While almost all
purchased components were customised and defined by the prime contractor’s
engineering, the materials management were totally depended on yearly contracts and
forecasts of the prime contractors. Based on contracts and forecasts of the prime
contractors the volumes and delivery cycles were agreed with suppliers. In principle, dual
sourcing was used. The components for most prime contractors’ orders were supplied
itself either using own or prime contractor’s contracts with distributors. The number of
supply sources were in total over 100 with around ten important ones. The firm did not
formed its own subcontracting network – the most used were the PCB manufacturer and
Wireproducts, metal work and assembly could be purchased from other firm belonging to
the corporation.

Wireproducts (until 1995 Sotkamon Johdin)
The family-owned firm was established 1988 and it was a spin-off from Elektrostep,
which decided to outsource wire harnesses in the late 1980's. The managing director of
the firm in 1980’s was a housewife, as her husband worked in Elektrostep. While she had
earlier industrial experience, she decided to do wire assemblies at home. The production
started on a small scale and the sales were about 150 000 FIM in the first years. First, the
firm was a jobber to Elektrostep e.g. the prime contractor delivered materials while doing
the same work itself. Quite soon, the purchasing responsibility was also assigned to
Wireproducts and the firm rented the facilities. While the owners had earlier contacts to
component distributors and experience in purchasing, the purchasing of materials was
considered to be a vital area of the business already in early stage. The firm was first
situated in Sotkamo like Elekrostep, but moved in 1995 to Otanmäki about 60 km south,
when the municipality offered facilities and training for new employees.
The manufacturing strategy of the company was very clearly defined from the
beginning: The main idea was to offer wire assemblies for the electrotechnics and
electronics industry with low batch sizes and craft work e.g. work, which favoured a low
level of automation and high agility. The supply of wires and other materials were always
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offered to the customer and all work had been done according to the drawings of prime
contractors. The fabrication concentrated on wire preparation and simple strapping
operations. The core investment of the company was automated wire cutting machine.
The main reason for the strategy was the limited own capital for investments. Also, there
was considered to be less competition in the low-volume sector.
The main order-winning criteria according to the entrepreneurs had been the agility to
have fast deliveries and good service for long-term customers. According to the
entrepreneur the wires are typical C-products, where price is less important for
purchasers as long as it is near the market price. From the same reasons the prime
contractors had not been interested in the cost structure and only the total price was
informed to customers. The role of the subcontractor was seen more like an adviser on
manufacturability, while most customers had very little knowledge on wiring and
materials. The manufacturing strategy emphasised good relationships with materials
distributors and materials were purchased mostly based of yearly contracts and buffer
stocks were kept by distributors. The promised delivery time was 2 weeks, when
materials were in the buffer in the middle of the 1990’s. For new orders the delivery
time was twice as long.
Since 1990 Sensodec had purchased small amounts of wire assemblies from
Wireproducts. Most of the supply was indirect e.g. the information flowed between
Sensodec while materials flowed through subcontractors. Although its information flow
and co-operation with the prime contractor seemed to be much closer than with its actual
customer, Elektrostep. In 1995 Sensodec transferred a new process, simple device
assembly to Wireproducts. From the subcontractor’s point of view, this was first more
like a favour to an "old friend" than a planned decision. Later the owners thought that
this fits well with their business: “While almost 90% of value of devices were bought
out, you need very little extra resources to get bigger sales, only a few phone calls. On
the contrary, more working capital is now needed.10”
The customers were divided into A, B and C-classes based on purchasing amount. The
number of main long-term customers (A and B classes) was about 10. The importance of
the incubating prime contractor Elektrostep was less than 20 %. Within the chain
Sensodec and Elektrostep were considered to be quite important customers and the
relationship included personal relationships. On the contrary there were not any
connections between Alm and Prohimek. In spite of local long-term prime contractors
new customers became more important in the early 1990’s.

10.1 Conclusions from case I
The lean supply
When the dyad relationships between the subcontractor and the OEM were studied, some
aspects of a partnership model could be noticed: The relationships between the
subcontractors and the OEM appeared to involve aspects of faith and mutual trust. Sako
10

Interview May 1997
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(1992) classified inter-company trust into three types: 1) contractual, 2) competence and
3) goodwill trust, which all could perceived in the relationship between the OEM and
subcontractors. For example, long-term single sourcing, agreements were based on the
open cost structure of the subcontractor and the main subcontractor was also involved to
some extent in R&D projects.
Compared to the lean supply model (table 4) some strategic level discussions and joint
research and development extended in the core relationships within the network. In spite
of this there was only some evidence of interaction at an operational level. That kind of
relationships could be defined in this study as "friendships” i.e. relationships involving
long-time faith and trust, but no active joint involvement and development.
Case I also showed that in situations where the mutual dependability of the partners is
low, the long-term co-operation is a key towards maintaining a working business
relationship. The reasons for the subcontractors to favour the OEM were found to be the
following: The subcontractor could practice new innovative technologies and operations
with an old, trusted customer. The OEM as part of a large co-operation network was a
good reference and a long-term customer. The operational practices of the OEM were
simple, which decreased costs. From the OEM’s point of view the importance of the
subcontractor was based on their technological capabilities. A subcontractor like
Elektrostep had other big prime contractors that were more active in the development
work, for example in demanding a quality system, which indirectly lessened the need for
joint development.

Exchange of information between the parties
The subcontractors studied were all situated in the same region and they had many
common customers. The local social network was the basis for creating new business
relationships: e.g. the owner-mangers knew each other; they might have worked within
same companies or have other social contacts. The quality of exchanged information and
joint development was estimated by means of interviews and a qualitative questionnaire
(see appendix). The companies knew each other's organisations quite well, but did not
know each other's customer base, strategies or development plans concerning products
and technology so well. Also the information flow concerning product and lead time
changes was insufficient.
The information flow between the companies was balanced; for example if the
subcontractor considered getting adequate information from the prime contractor, the
prime contractor was also well informed by the subcontractor. Even the level of
information flow between the companies was in many cases considered quite high, there
was very little evidence of joint development concerning core operations, such as quality
and material management within the companies. The exchange of development aid was
most common regarding the manufacturing techniques and quality matters of old and
new products. Formal subcontractors development activities of the OEM included
supplier auditing (according to ISO 9000), which was mostly done by other units and
direct feedback. The exchange of employees or other supplier development practices
described in chapter 7.1 was not used. Most information changes occurred between the
OEM and the subcontractors and between the subcontractors and the component
distributors. It is important to realise that the component distributor is an extremely
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important partner in this field of industry from both the delivery performance and the
material cost point of view. On the contrary, the forms of co-operation between the
subcontractors were limited, and this co-operation was even considered to decrease in the
future.
The managerial problems within the value stream were strongly related to delivery
performance. While delivery on time to the final customer was very important, the stock
value within the OEM was kept high. The limited information from end product
marketing was considered to be most problematic. While purchasing thought that it did
not got enough information, also the subcontractors did not have accurate forecasts. The
materials management of all subcontractors was based on the made-to-order approach.
The materials were stocked either by the subcontractor or by the distributor. In order to
have materials when needed the accuracy of forecasts played the utmost important role.
From the OEM’s point of view the volume flexibility was important within the stream,
while the subcontractors highlighted the mix flexibility as a key problem.
Because the members of the chain had operated together for long time period, quality
problems were not common. The main important point highlighted by firms was the
documentation. The inaccuracy of documentation caused most of problems and the
source of original document was sometimes difficult to find e.g. the information flow
between designers and manufacturers were not direct.

The subcontracting chain structure
The material flow within the firms was complicated: they supplied parts to each other
depending on the prime contractors orders. The tiered structure was not clearly
developed. The same subcontractor could be on both the first and second tier depending
on the place of assembly processes with the prime contractors’ chains. The OEM has had
a clear vision towards the limited subcontractor’s base and outsourcing decisions were
done periodically. The product structure was based on sub-assembly modules, which in
general favours organising the supplier structure as a tier structure, assigning assembly to
the first tier subcontractors. On the other hand, the demand of the instrument industry
remained the same during the study period and the frequency and volume of orders was
low compared to e.g. the automobile industry.
The subcontracting chain studied was in the second stage of evolution according to the
classification described in figure 8. The prime contractor had an active role especially
within the control of information flow. Even though the material and cash flow was
through the direct subcontractor, the prime contractor handled the information flow. The
first tier subcontractors (e.g. Alm and Elektrostep) did not consider the other
subcontractors as their partnering suppliers. The OEM was clearly the “leader” of the
value stream. From the subcontractor’s point of view the decentralising of the supply e.g.
assigning assembly to more than one subcontractor was considered to be problematic for
following reasons: The subcontractors preferred on-time payments, with which small
firms had sometimes problems. Second, the undeveloped ordering system and materials
management of small subcontractors caused some problems with forecasting and
procurement practices.
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The evolution of the subcontractors and their manufacturing strategy
Three of the four subcontractors studied were spin-offs. Their core competences were
mostly based on the long-term technical experience. The incubating company played an
important role in early stage of development, even though its importance could be
diminished quite soon. The business orientation of the owner-managers resembles the
literature (Chapter 9.2) well. Elektrostep was the only firm not led by an owner-manager,
which saw more “entrepreneurial” behaviour e.g. more oriented to profit making,
strategic planning and marketing. Even though the strong owner-manger involvement
could be seen as a risk for a prime contractor; there are also many advantages: for
example long-term commitment, flexibility towards customers and realism in
investments. On the contrary, the well-educated purchasers and other personnel of large
firms might find it inconvenient and difficult to work with the small subcontractors with
an identity of strong personal autonomy and blue collar background.
The core technology e.g. the basis of the subcontractors’ competence stayed the same
during the years; even though the variety of processes and technologies increased. In the
figure 18 the evolution of the firms’ span-of-process is described as a “snowball
model”11. The number of intra operations of subcontractors has increased, when new
processes and services have begun to be offered to customers. In the evolution of the
subcontractor’s process span three steps were clearly noticed: At an early stage the
subcontractor offered only fabrication e.g. machining, wiring that is out-sourced from the
incubating company. The earlier experience of the owner-manger defined the core
process. After a while the subcontractor took more responsibility for the materials
purchasing. This is the first stage, where a transition of materials management practices
occurs. The second, much larger, transition happened, when the subassemblies were
assigned to the subcontractor. First, the need for working capital increased as inventories
and work-in-process increased. Also, the subcontractor had to learn to manage materials
planning. An increased number of assemblies usually demanded changes in production
control and management practices from capacity based planning towards a pull system.
These were clearly stages where the subcontractors needed new skills and method
innovations.
The customer base of the firms was quite large, even though two to three prime
contractors brought most of the turnover. The large customer base evidently demanded
mix flexibility from the firms. These main customers were the most influential one, those
with effect on the subcontractors’ manufacturing decisions. The most important prime
contractors remained the same during the study period, even their share of sales could
change within years. In other words, a new prime contractor did not replace old ones.
The importance of new prime contractors could grow gradually as the subcontractor’s
production volume increased. All of the subcontractors, especially the small ones, were
strongly process orientated in their strategic positioning. The manufacturing focus e.g.
how the customer orders were delimited based on process, was built on a general-purpose
basis to meet high mix flexibility and agility. Usually both product structure (technology)
11

The snowball model refers to how new operations are added as layers until the “snowball” melts
or breaks down.
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and volume were considered as a focus base. In the long term the customer and order
base of the small subcontractors was more or less defined by the capacity and product
introduction flexibility of their core machinery, which was strongly connected to firm’s
ability to apply new facility resources.
The competitive priorities of the subcontractors were difficult to identify, because the
competitiveness was evolving starting from quality and adding the other most important
point gradually. From the OEM point of view the attitude inside the firm and willingness
for improvements, variables that are connected to business orientation, integration and
service, were important. Especially, service as a form of “consulting” concerning
materials and processes became more important along with the increased out-sourcing of
the prime contractor.
The dimension of manufacturing complexity, as presented in table 7, describes the
process structure of the subcontractors. For example Elektrostep assemblies were made
on the basis of the customer’s design, from which followed that the variety of
components used was unlimited and all assembly was made-to-order. Yearly contracts,
good forecasts and contacts with distributors were needed in order to cope with the
variety. On the contrary, the process structure of Machinery Alm was based on limited
materials, which were stocked by the firm. The machinery process was built to be
general-purpose basis and only the technology limited the variety. In that case main
purpose of materials management were to control stock-rotation and production
scheduling.
The infrastructure decisions of the subcontractors were connected to the span-ofprocess changes as new operations increased also the number of employees. The number
of managerial personnel grew slowly even though kept as small as possible and high
flexibility was needed from these employees. Methods of production planning and
control stayed same during the time period. Adequate computer systems were applied,
but otherwise the firms did not highlight this issue. The development of measurement
and control systems was strongly connected to the demands and hopes of the prime
contractors. For example the subcontractors did not implement quality systems because
the prime contractors did not expect it during the study period.
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Fig. 18. A snowball model: Number 1 marks the core operation of the subcontractor. The
other operations are numbered in that order which they were added to the subcontractor’s
span of operations. The circles or “snowballs” jointed together are made in-house and other
operations are outsourced.
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11 CASE II: The evolution of subcontracting in a pump
factory
The second case describes the supplier management of a business unit manufacturing
special industrial pumps (OEM II) in the 1980s – 1996 and discusses how an important
subcontractor (Machinery II) evolved during the time period. The case is based on the
interviews carried out during 1989, 1993 and 1996.
The OEM II specialized in markets where the products are often customized, based on
standardized parts. The life cycle of pumps has been very long, between 10-20 years. The
industrial customers have ordered the products through international sales units. Also, the
maintenance and space parts delivery to old pumps was an important part of the business.
From the manufacturing point of view, the lot sizes were low and the number of variants
very high. The production structure of the pump manufacturer could be described by the
following attributes:
- Limited raw materials at the input stage
- Wide variety of finished products
- Product variety is determined early in the transformation process
- Notable fluctuation of demand was common.
The delivery time for the final customer was one of the main issues; in the early
1980’s the delivery time of the pump could be half a year, while in the late 1980’s it was
8-12 weeks and in the 1990’s from 6 weeks.
In the early 1980's, all parts of the pumps were manufactured in-house and
subcontracting was only used when extra capacity was needed. In 1983 the management
decided that the factory should develop its subcontracting. First, the make-or-buy
decision was made based on ABC-analysis of the manufactured parts. During the first
half of the 1980's, the level of subcontracting was increased and in-house manufacturing
was concentrated on the core parts of the pumps, which required highly skilled workers
and investments in modern NC technology. The subcontracted items included castings,
machining parts and sheet metal work. While the volume of the subcontracting was low
in the 1980's, the OEM II favoured small local workshops and established a few local
"satellite" subcontractors, which were notably dependent on the company. Most of these
companies went bankrupt during the recession of 1990-91, because they had a limited
customer base and big investment loans.
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The subcontracting network and its development
The logistic structure of the supplier network had been similar since the 1980's. All
subcontractors had direct contacts with OEM II. All machined parts were made on the
basis of the prime contractor’s drawings. Also, the OEM II mostly paid for the preprocessed materials. Since 1986 the OEM II used a pull system (single card kanbansystem) for ordering most of the subcontracted parts. The subcontractors ordered the
materials and castings in same way on the basis of their inventory level.
The supplier policy was based on parallel sourcing: certain parts were assigned to
dedicated suppliers, but there is more than one subcontractor with the adequate
technology. In cases of overloading or other problematic situations, others can supply the
parts. The main features affecting the selection of the "best" subcontractor for items were
the following:
- Applicability of the technology used in the subcontractor's factory
- Capacity of the subcontractor's machines
- Willingness for cooperation.
In 1989 the total number of subcontractors was over 30, of which about 20 specialized
in machining technology. Less than ten of all the subcontractors were considered to be
important class-A suppliers. The subcontracting was divided into three categories
according to parts delivered: The first class included repeatable parts pulled from main
subcontractors without purchase inspection, the second class were designed parts which
were made-to-order and the third class included seldom used secondary subcontractors,
always with an acceptance inspection. During the recession in the years 1991-92, the
number of subcontractors declined for the following reasons:
- The capacity of the main subcontractors was sufficient and the orders were assigned to
them in order to maintain their business.
- Some of subcontractors went bankrupt and
- In-house manufacturing was favoured when own technology was suitable.
During 1990’s, the demand changed rapidly and high volume flexibility was needed
from OEM II and the number of subcontractors increased because the shortage of
capacity. Usually, the old subcontractors, those used before recession, were re-included
in the "supplier team". Also sourcing from abroad near final customers or from Russia
and Estonia was given some consideration during 1990’s. The main problems with
foreign sourcing, that limited the use, were with quality and delivery management.
Figure 19 shows the volume of subcontracted machining and purchased materials and
components during 1989–1995. As seen in the figure the volume of subcontracting
decreased considerably since the recession. On the other hand the materials and
components purchases maintained same and increased since 1995. There were two
reasons for this development: firstly, in-house manufacturing increased and secondly,
instead of sole pump delivery more system based solutions were delivered to customers,
which increased the component purchases.
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Fig. 19. The amount of subcontracted machinery, materials and components purchases of the
OEM II 1989–1995. The turnover of the Machinery II between 1989-95.

The subcontractor of machined parts
The subcontractor “Machinery II” was established in 1983 and the customer relationship
with the OEM II started the following year. The business strategy of the subcontractor
was to be specialist in the machining processes. The purchasing of materials or other
discrete treatments played a very minor role in the business. In the late 1980's, the
Machinery II was the most important part subcontractor of the OEM II. The
subcontractor was favoured because it had very good quality and flexibility, but also
because it had an active attitude towards the prime contractor's business. In addition, the
Machinery II had good cooperation with the iron foundry which delivered most of the
castings.
In the late 1980's three main customers brought 90% of the sales of the subcontractor,
and the share of most important customer OEM II was one third, consisting of about
1700 different item codes. In the middle of 1990's the customer base of the Machinery
was much larger and the ten largest customers brought about 95% of the sales. The
revenue of the company tripled during that time (see figure 19), and the share of OEM II
was less than ten percent of the sales. This development of the relationship was a
consequence of the following three factors:
1. The manufacturing strategy of the subcontractor was towards technology that fits
best for other main customers, but which did not suit the scenario of the OEM II.
Thus, the capacity of the new machines was assigned to other customers.
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2. If OEM II was not able to allocate the capacity beforehand, it was offered to other
new customers and OEM II had difficulties to claim the capacity for its items
afterwards, especially in the early 1990's.
3. The product structure of OEM II might not have been challenging enough for the
Machinery because the old items had a low gross margin.
Because of the larger customer and machine base, the scheduling process of the
subcontractor was in 1990’s more difficult to manage than earlier, causing overloading of
the capacity. As a consequence of these factors, the Machinery was not able to supply all
orders of the OEM II in the yearly contracts, which was a source of mistrust between the
parties.

11.1 Conclusions from case II
The leanness of supply
The OEM II had a very modern attitude towards manufacturing in 1980’s and Japanese
production methods were adopted in early stage. The company was one of the first in
Finland to introduce just-in-time production. Also, the subcontracting was based on the
idea of partnerships and the local subcontracting network model was adopted from the
Japanese example. During the recession some important subcontractors were also saved
from bankrupt by concentrating orders to them. Also, the discussions on price and
capacity were open between parties. Some informal information concerning future
investments was transferred between the parties. Some subcontractors were also a little
involved in the product development stage. When the relationships between the OEM II
and the subcontractors were analysed, these relationships could be described as
"friendships", as earlier in case I. There was less cooperation in the area of research and
design of manufacturability while the OEM II had itself good knowledge in
manufacturing.
Despite the collaboration based attitude of the OEM II, in practice the supplier
development activities were few and based on informal one-to-one discussions. During
the early 1990’s the main problems were connected to delivery reliability, quality and
capacity planning. According to the purchasing manager, the subcontractors had
difficulties to understand and plan their production scheduling when orders were based
on the kanban system. Also, during the recession the product quality decreased. The
monitoring of quality was based on the ISO 9002 standard even thought the quality
system was not demanded from subcontractors.
The relationship between the OEM II and the Machinery II was in a critical stage and
neither of the parties invested anymore in the relationship. The OEM II had a new small
subcontractor, which was favoured. On the other hand, the process of changing the
subcontractor was not easy, because it took a long period for the new subcontractor to
learn the needed technology and the intangible knowledge related to the OEM II.
The case showed that if the subcontractor is seeking for growth, good profitability and
new challenges, the OEM II should recognize and fulfil these needs in some way. Also,
the timing of long-term capacity booking by the OEM II seems to have importance,
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especially when the demand increases rapidly. The case also showed that the discussions
on manufacturing strategy decisions would have been utmost important in order to
maintain business relationships in the long run. All of these problems were a
consequence of limited information interchange and interaction.

The subcontracting chain structure
The subcontracting chain structure resembled the star-shaped form. The OEM was
responsible for the information flow and purchased all materials and components. The
material flow was partly controlled by the subcontractors and was based on the singlecard kanban system or reorder levels. There were discussions over the possibility to
move towards a more tiered structure and to have a limited number of direct
subcontractors in two ways: either assigning materials purchasing or extra needed
capacity to the subcontractors. The purchasing manager was against this model for the
following reasons:
- “Most of the subcontractors did not have enough working capital to purchase
expensive castings and materials
- The variation of demand was considerable and extra subcontractors were needed
whenever the capacity of subcontractors is overloaded.
- The readiness to use sub-subcontracting among the present subcontractors was very
12
limited. ”
The main reasons for the star-shaped structure of the subcontracting were twofold:
First product structure and secondly, the evolution stage of the subcontractors e.g. their
limited ability to have co-operation with material suppliers and other subcontractors.
Although, from the OEM’s point of view the star-shaped form had some advantages. It
increased the flexibility of the supplier base, especially volume flexibility, and the OEM
had direct control over important foundries and other component suppliers. From the
OEM’s point of view it was important that the material flowed rapidly from a
subcontractor to another and high mix and volume flexibility and short process lead
times would be required from the subcontractors.

The evolution of the subcontractor
The subcontractor studied was a part manufacturer according to the classification
presented in chapter 8. The subcontractor specialized in limited technology and delivered
parts without any assembly or other added services. The competitiveness of the firm was
based on the agility of its machinery. The subcontractor was in some existent involved in
the design of manufacturability. The evolution of the subcontractor was more towards
specialist than component supplier. The manufacturing strategy of the subcontractor was
to increase machinery so that larger scale of machined parts could be offered to
customers. Also the number of customers was increased. This evolution addresses mix
flexibility from the subcontractor. When the managerial complexity increased, transitions
in production planning were needed from the firm.
The importance of the materials management capabilities of the subcontractor was
minor. The subcontractor did not intended to increase its span of operations. The
12

Interview June 1996
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collaboration with an iron foundry was one way to increase the span of supply. In that
case the position of Machinery II was to be a second-tier supplier. However, the demands
for system supply were still quite limited during the study period according to the
13
entrepreneurs .
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Interviews April 1996

12 Case III: The evolution of subcontracting model of a
telecommunications company
This case discusses subcontracting chain decisions in two divisions of Nokia
Telecommunications (NTC)14 from the 1980’s to the year 1997. The data is based on the
firm’s internal documents and interviews carried out in late 1980s and in years 1992,
1996 and 1997. The two production divisions discussed in this case were 1) Switching
Platforms (SWP) and 2) Fixed Access Systems (FAS). They both operated as OEMs
producing completed and packed products, as a part of large network systems supplied to
customers by Nokia Telecommunications.
In 1980’s the purchasing and materials management operations in Nokia
Elektroniikka were transferred to the production divisions. All divisions/factories had an
independent purchasing policy and the subcontractors also saw them as different
customers. In the 1990’s a more centre-led approach was applied both on purchasing and
marketing in Nokia Telecommunications. The corporate purchasing was responsible for
sourcing and contract agreements of components used in all production divisions. The
actual buying was done decentralised, as were the subcontracting decisions. Though the
commodity purchasing manager team assigned the subcontractors to certain production
divisions because of capacity co-ordination.

The subcontracting model of Fixed access systems (FAS )
The production division FAS (Fixed Access Systems) manufactured advanced
transmission products in Espoo and Haukipudas. The production in Haukipudas started in
1981. The production was based first on customised design products and thus the
production had high variation. In the 1980’s, as in the SWP division, electronics
manufacturing was done in own factories and subcontractors were employed when extra
capacity was needed. The use of subcontractors increased from the middle of the 1980’s.
On the other hand, the mechanical production was outsourced from the beginning, which
had been a general policy in Nokia Elektroniikka for strategic and historical reasons. The

14

This case uses the names of the divisions used in 1997
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subcontractors for mechanical parts were also responsible for materials purchasing and
finishing processes.
The basic principles15 of the subcontracting policy was already defined in early the
1980’s. Parallel sourcing was favoured and subcontractors were divided according to
products or production units. High dependence on one supplier or either of the supplier’s
dependence in terms of sales on the Nokia was not desirable. The domestic and local
subcontractors were also favoured. The aim towards long-term co-operation was an
important part of the subcontracting policy and contracts were made on a yearly basis.
During the 1980’s co-operation in product development stage was not common. Usually
the purchaser operated as an intermediate between the subcontractor and design. The cooperation became more common in the early 1990’s.
In the early 1980’s the attitude towards sub-subcontracting was negative in the
division, because direct purchases without any middlemen were preferred. During the
latter half of the 1980’s the policy changed and the key vendors started to supply larger
modules straight to the assembly line. Also, the repeatability of production increased
while the product life cycle was about 5-6 years. In 1990’s the production volume of
FAS increased considerably, which set new demands for the subcontracting chain
management. During the 1990’s the Haukipudas factory strongly invested in its own
production and less than 10% of the value of production was subcontracted in 1996. The
make-or-buy decisions were based on the following criteria: Items with high volume and
long production series were made in-house. When production volume decreased at the
end of the life cycle the items could be out-sourced. Also the technology needed was an
important criterion.
The subcontractors of the factory remained the same from the late 1980’s and
partnership relationships were established with the key subcontractors. The purchasing
strategy was defined every third year and the suppliers were divided in four categories as
follows:
- The OEM suppliers were responsible for whole product module including research
and development.
- Main subcontractors or “key vendors” were able to supply systems and repetitive high
volume parts. Close partnerships were established with these subcontractors. Key
vendors were responsible for their own subcontractors and purchasing of materials
and components Key vendors could use purchasing contracts agreed by the parent
company.
- The secondary subcontractors had a production technology similar to that of main
subcontractors, but a limited production volume. On the contrary to key vendors, the
secondary subcontractors were not responsible for supplying components and the
OEM managed the material flow, since purchasing volumes of single components are
limited.
- Component suppliers (for example PCB boards) were part suppliers specialising in
curtain components.
The supply policy favoured single or parallel sourcing except for components which
were dual sourced. In the figure 20 the basic material flow within the subcontracting
15

The Subcontracting policy of Nokia Elektroniikka and general instructions for application (in
Putkiranta,1982)
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chain is presented. As seen in the figure 20 the secondary subcontractors were
responsible for calling-off of free-issued materials. In principle, the subcontractors freely
selected second-tier subcontractors and the OEM had no co-operation with them. In
practice, the second-tier suppliers could be at the same time first-tier suppliers to NTC.
The materials manager of the FAS division in the middle of the 1990’s supported
highly the “tiered” model, where subcontractors are responsible for sourcing materials
and components. The aim was that the key vendors could be responsible for turnkey
deliveries to the customers. The main favourable factors of this model were from the
OEM’s point of view:
- The response time to customer orders is much shorter, when a hierarchical structure is
used; in other word products can be assembled to order, when components are stocked
and supplied by subcontractors.
- The management of material flow including inventory and transportation control is
very costly for the OEM, when all component supply is organised by itself.
Secondly, the materials manager pointed out that the assignment of purchasing
responsibilities to subcontractors takes a long time: ”It’s not enough for subcontracting
company to hire purchasing personnel, also knowledge and experience on sourcing,
suppliers, forwarding operations etc. are needed 16.”

Customers

Nokia Telecom.

Access Systems
Factory
Orders/
Call-offs

1. Class
subcontractors

2. Class
Subontractors
call-offs
Components and materials manufacturers
Fig. 20. The subcontracting model of FAS in 1997.

16

Interview March 1996

Orders/
Call-offs

Subsubcontractors
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The subcontracting model of Switching Platform Production (SWP)
In 1980’s most of orders of the SWP division, as well as FAS division were from the
former Soviet Union. The division had its own sales unit, from which the order
information came to production and purchasing. In the 1980’s most of manufacturing
operations were made in own factories situated in Espoo and Äänekoski and
subcontractors were used only when extra capacity was needed. Lead times for customers
were very long - three to four months. In the early 1990’s, when the SWP division
entered new markets in Europe, the strategic decision was made favouring
subcontracting. Only assembly, testing and certain special work for technology reasons
was decided to be done in own factories. About 80% of production was outsourced in
1996.
The subcontracting model of the SWP division in the middle of the 1990’s is
presented in figure 21. The supply policy favoured single sourcing. In electronics17 the
subcontractors produced hardware products from raw materials and components ordered
by SWP’s materials management according to the corporate documents. In general, the
raw materials and components were included in SWP’s inventories even though
physically situated in the subcontractor’s factory.
The subcontracting manager of SWP found the following advantages in the use of the
star-shaped model in which the OEM is responsible for the whole material flow and
purchasing of components:
- “Global big parent company could purchase components straight from supplier
factories without distributors.
- The advantages of the purchasing power of a big company could be exploited,
whenever components are needed fast, for example for a new product type.
- Risks were shared between OEM and subcontractors.
- The OEM had the risk in current assets and the subcontractor takes the risk in the form
of fixed assets.
- The purchasing of components was centralised in one organisation in the
subcontracting chain, which reduced ordering costs.
- The order quantities could be optimised and shortage of materials is almost eliminated
- The transportation and forwarding agreements were secured by the prime contractor.”

The main disadvantages found were:
- “The organising of materials flow was more complicated from the OEM’s point of
view
- There were difficulties to follow up the work-in-process inventories and material
losses.
- The subcontractors did not need to worry about current assets, which might increase
work-in-process inventories.

17

The electronics subcontractors were called as “contract manufacturers” in SWP and their
manufacturing processes include SMD and manual assembly and testing.
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- The materials must be stored separately in the subcontractor’s inventory, which
increased storage and set up costs.”
The subcontracting strategy of SWP’s was to shift production to subcontractors to an
increasing degree, which also includes value-added services. This meant, that in the
future subcontractors were planned taken more active part in product development. Also,
the responsibility of purchasing materials and components was planned to be passed
increasingly to subcontractors.
The subcontractors were monitored regularly. The main follow-up issues were both
strategic and operative issues including: Long-term volumes, economical status, price
competitiveness, improvement projects, production volumes, capability to meet required
quality, delivery accuracy, providing sufficient capacity and inventory value and
turnover.
In order to develop deeper co-operation between the OEM and subcontractors regular
meetings were arranged in addition to daily contacts. At least twice a year strategic
meetings between SWP and senior management of each subcontractor are arranged.
Also, various development work groups was formed with different subcontractors and
technical meetings was arranged in 1990’s.
Customers
Orders
Nokia Telecom.
Orders/
Call-offs

SWP
Factory
Subcontractors
Electronics

Components manufacturers

Fig. 21. The subcontracting model of SWP in 1996.

Orders/
Call-offs

Subcontractors
Mechanics

Materials manufacturers
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Development of two subcontractors of electronics
Subcontractor A
The family-owned company A was established in 1970 situated in Northern Finland.
Own production facilities were built in 1972. The first products of the firm were wire
carpets used by the telephone operators. The main customer was Televa, which later
evolved to be Nokia Telecommunications. The production of wire carpets ended in
1970’s to be followed by the production of coils. During 1980’s the production strategy
at subcontractor A changed and the firm started to do PCB soldering, assembly work etc.
The other business area of the firm was own products. Since late 1970’s the firm started
to develop own products for telephone operators. The strategic aim was towards own
products in the late 1980s, because the profit from own products was much better than
from subcontracting work done according to drawings.
In 1984 the turnover of the firm A was about 2,5 MFIM and 1989 10 MFIM, of which
70% came from subcontracting and 30% from own products. The main prime contractors
were four different factories of Nokia accounting for about totally 80% of
subcontracting. The remaining 20% came from short term customers based on tenders.
The firm had had yearly contracts with Nokia divisions from the early 1980s including
limits for yearly order volume and prices for half a year. The OEMs supplied the freeissued components. Though the subcontractor A had 5 own subcontractors delivering
mechanical parts for own products. In late 1980’s the delivery lead times were 2-4 weeks
and the production plan was known for 4 months beforehand.
During the first years of the 1990s the firm made an important decision to give up
own products, because of a shortage of resources in product development. On the other
hand, the experience from own product development increased the firm’s competence
and reliability also as a subcontractor. The turnover of the firm was only about 6 MFIM
in the year 1991, but six years later in 1996 already about 60 MFIM. The firm had no
other customers than Nokia counting three of its divisions. The deliveries to the
Haukipudas factory finished in the early 1990’s, when production of old product families
stopped. The firm A did not actively search for new customers, because the capacity was
tied up with Nokia orders.
The basic manufacturing strategy of firm A remained in principal the same during the
1990’s. The main change was that the firm A started to purchase components in 1996.
This was the main reason why the turnover of the firm doubled between the years 199596. The subcontractor was able to use Nokia’s agreements and sourcing information in
purchasing. Also, the use of sub-subcontracting, both in electronics and mechanics,
increased during the 1990’s even though the number of subcontractors was still about
five. In electronics the free-issued components could be delivered to the subsubcontractor, but mechanical parts were purchased independently from the suppliers
accepted by Nokia.
Even thought the production volume increased considerably the lot sizes in production
did not increased. The repeatability of the production increased so that weekly and daily
JIT deliveries became common. The subcontractor was able to see through the EDI
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system the aggregate demand plans of the prime contractors. In general the production
plan could be forecast for 1-2 months.

The subcontractor B
The subcontractor B was established in 1992 by four persons, who formerly were
employed by Nokia. The new subcontracting firm B was situated in same premises as the
Nokia SWP unit. Even though Nokia could be seen as an incubator of subcontractor B
there were no promises or agreement on future co-operation when the firm was
established. The earlier personal relations with Nokia’s management were found
important, because it was easier to get information about strategic issues affecting future
investments and demands. The strategy of firm B was to offer subcontracting work and
mounting to the supply of finished products, including the acquisition of all materials.
In first years the subcontractor B used free-issued components in mounting processes.
In 1993 FAS and SWP became customers and subcontractor B started to supply materials
using Nokia’s contacts and sources. Subcontractor B did not have its own suppliers. In
1995 the subcontractor started to do some design and product development, though the
share of own design in a product was about five percent. In years 1996-97 the logistics
operations became more important because of the materials responsibility. In the early
1990’s the value of purchased materials in products was about half, but later in the
1990’s almost 90%. The turnover of the firm B was 1994 less than 17 MFIN and 1997
about 145 FIM.
Over 90% of the subcontractor’s sales went to different units of Nokia
Telecommunications. According to the management the firm’s high dependability on one
customer could have frightened off potential customers. Later the subcontractor B was
sold to a foreign company in order to increase the capital resources and customer base.
Also collaboration with a mechanical parts manufacturer was intended, because of better
possibilities to operate as a system supplier. On the other hand there was no co-operation
with other electronics subcontractors within the Nokia network. The idea to develop an
own sourcing network was favoured, because the subcontractor could concentrate
component purchases to one distributor and so achieve price cuts.
The manufacturing strategy of the subcontractor B was based on agility. The delivery
cycle was from one day to one week e.g. the lead times from a call-off were to the SWP
unit one week and to the FAS unit two days. This meant that a large buffer had to be kept
after surface mount processes. The production was based on teams, which had flexible
work time. This made it possible to handle volume changes in a short time span.

12.1 Conclusions from the case III
The leanness of supply
The case showed, that the basic principles of the subcontracting policy of Nokia were
defined already in the early 1980’s. The subcontracting was based on two principles:
Long-term close relations were built with the subcontractors but in the same time
maintained competition between them by using dual or parallel sourcing. As Virolainen
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(1998 p.190), who studied the sourcing policy of NTC in 1996, argued “There is no very
deep co-operation nor is there a lot of competitive tendering. One very essential feature
of NTC’s procurement strategy is the aim to optimise and rationalise its supply base....
However, most of the divisions have many features of lean supply and network sourcing.”
The co-operation between the NTC divisions and the subcontractors studied were oneto-one-bases including different kind of meetings along the year (see Lehtinen 1994) and
good relationships existed between the purchases and the management of subcontractors.
Since the 1980’s the quality issues were the main interest for subcontractors’
development. The co-operation in product development became more common in the
1990’s and also increased contacts on different organisational levels. In co-operation the
NTC was always the active one and the subcontractors involvement was limited. The
strategy of supplier development was more intervention type than cascading, including
consulting etc. The sourcing policy and practices could also vary among divisions (see
also Virolainen 1998): especially the SWP’s supplier policy that “treated with humanity”
was preferred by the subcontractors interviewed. Most problems in relations were
connected to the information flow. Especially the lack of information on future demands
and volume changes was problematic among subcontractors. Because the decisions were
made “in fog”, the subcontractors were more and more active to have discussions on
long-term strategic issues.

The evolution of the subcontracting chain
Even though the OEMs studied were divisions of the same company the subcontracting
models applied were quite different. The following reasons may explain the divergence
in the logistics strategy: The production volume of FAS was much higher than in SWP
and the product structure of FAS was more stable than in SWP. Both of these issues
favoured a tiered structure. There was a difference between the breadth of own
production (i.e. make-or-buy decisions). Also, the production divisions were in different
development steps in the use of subcontracting.
The Nokia case presented the model of transferring purchasing and components
sourcing gradually to the subcontractors: In first stage the OEM was totally responsible
for the components supplied. In second stage the subcontractor was responsible for calloffs. In the third stage the subcontractor was also responsible for the cash flow and was
able to use factory contracts agreed by the OEM. In the fourth stage the subcontractor
had full responsibility over the sourcing and was able to use own contracts with materials
distributors.

The evolution of subcontractors
The evolution of the subcontractors studied was strongly related to Nokia
Telecommunications’ sourcing policy, especially since late 1980s. The FAS case well
highlighted the co-evolution steps in the development of the subcontractors: In the
1980’s the small subcontractors, like company A, for moulding was used for capacity
reason and they did not had any own purchasing skills. One the other hand
subcontractors with mechanical parts produces started to deliver larger modules since the
late 1980’s. The tiered structure with strong system suppliers developed in the 1990’s
when demands increased significantly. One of the reasons for this development was the
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parallel sourcing policy. When the volume of a product type increased rapidly the
subcontractor was forced to invest in new capacity in order to keep the product family in
own production. As explained by the president of one key vendor: “The high investments
are a consequence of increased demand. All prime contractors have only one or maybe
two suppliers per product. If you say, that you are able to deliver only ten percent of the
planned volume, you are out of the business. You must make a strategic decision if your
company want to co-evolve with the prime contractors. Then you have to be able to offer
enough capacity and other resources.18”
The study showed that the subcontractors of the OEM, in general, had very little cooperation with each other during the study period. It could be even argued that a
competitive attitude towards each other was typical among subcontractors in electronics.
Also, use of capacity sub-subcontracting was not common among the firms studied.
Thus, the growth of subcontractors towards system supply occurred by increasing the
number of own operations and volume either through investments or buy-outs. This
policy evidently increased the need for working capital in firms. The own subcontracting
and sourcing did not develop until the 1990’s. The new automation technology and
changed demand cycle also effected on the manufacturing strategy of the subcontractors:
The case showed that the lead times of orders decreased dramatically and JIT purchasing
became more common, which increased buffers in the subcontractors’ production. Also,
the subcontractors became more dependent on Nokia19. The diminished customer base
lessened the need for mix flexibility and thus, complexity in production planning. On the
other hand the importance of innovation and volume flexibility increased.

18
19

Jorma Takanen, Phone interview 31.10.1997
This information is based on the questionnaire survey (Lehtinen 1999a)

13 Findings of the cases
The lean supply
All of the OEMs studied had long-term relations with their subcontractors. Single or
parallel sourcing was used. There existed trust and openness between the parties. Also,
the right to make profit was recognised by the OEMs’ purchasing and the costs of
subcontractors were in general openly discussed. On the other the subcontractors could
exploit the prime contractors in price setting if the purchasing personnel was
inexperienced. The main areas, were the subcontracting practices differ from the lean
concept were information sharing and joint development. The transparency of the
information was not always clear; for example the subcontractors did not knew their
position towards the OEM. The sharing of future oriented strategic data was very limited.
The product development process was the main place to exploit the innovativeness of the
subcontractors. Early involvement in product development was becoming more common
in the 1990’s and this co-operation was highly favoured by the subcontractors. In the
1980’s the participation in R&D and special tools were differently compensated to
subcontractors (case II and III). This was considered to be part of the subcontractor’s
expertise and service in 1990’s. The supplier development activities used by the OEM’s
were limited. They include e.g. supplier quality audits and informal feedback (case I, II;
III), ranking of supplier’s performance e.g. delivery and quality faults (case II; III), oneto-one consulting (case III) and supplier days (case II). Typically these activities were a
one-to-one basis. The group-based development e.g. seeing subcontractors as a group
was unfamiliar to the OEMs.
The problems with subcontracting were strongly related to the fluctuation in the
demand. The information from the sales of OEMs and end-customers did not enter to the
chain early enough or forecasts could not be used in production planning. The long term
capacity planning was difficult due to insufficient information. Also, the knowledge of
the chain structure and whole value streams was limited. The production systems and
inventory management within the chain and the firms was not planned or controlled
enough. The problematics of subcontracting were thus connected to the information flow
between the parties, not to the performance of the relationships.
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The subcontracting chain structure
The study presented case studies on three OEMs’ subcontracting chain from different
industries: telecommunications (case III), instruments (case I) and machinery (pumps)
(case II). The evolution of the chains was seen as a slow and quite unplanned process.
The cases discussed the reasons why either a star-shaped or tiered structure was used. In
all cases there was a tendency toward a tiered structure in order to rationalise the supplier
base. In cases III and I the tiered structure had clearly started to form, as in case II the
star-shaped form were still favoured in middle of 1990’s. The reasons for this
development were the limited own resources (case I) and need to increase the
effectiveness of logistics management and processes (case III). The main obstacles
toward this development were the undeveloped network structure and co-operation
between subcontractors. Cases III and I showed the practice through which the operations
and materials purchasing were gradually assigned to the subcontractors. The star shaped
model was used in order to achieve high flexibility (case II) and to rationalise and control
over materials supply (case III). The problems with star-shaped model were connected to
the free-issues, which increased the complexity of materials flow. The problems and
advantages with free issues were discussed in case III.
The OEM’s influence on the supply network was high in all cases. All OEMs also
offered quite innovative-unique products. Though the focus of the cases was not on the
evolution of technology, it was evident that the level of automation and technological
resources of the subcontractors have an influence on the subcontracting chain structure.
Increased technological resources strengthened the subcontractor’s possibilities to offer
wider variety and volume of items to the prime contractor e.g. favoured system sourcing.
When in machinery the new NC technology was already introduced in the early 1980’s,
in electronics the automated processes and testing became more common among
subcontracting firms in the late 1980s.
The basic product structure with a high variety of components and modularity was
similar in case companies III and I. The product structure in pump manufacturing had
less variety in materials and the production process added highly the value of the
product. The cases also showed that the volume and the existing subcontracting base
were important factors when the subcontracting decisions were made. In cases II and I
the volume of the OEMs remained at the same level during the research period. In case
III the volume of production increased rapidly in the 1990’s. Also the sales of the
subcontractors studied were growing fast during the study period. The growth of the
OEM forced redesign of the subcontracting model and increased the supplier
development activity. The stage of development of the subcontractors was also an
important point when the chain decisions were made. The operations were also easier to
outsource if the subcontractors’ volume increased.

The evolution of the subcontractors
Five of the seven subcontractors presented in this study were spin-offs from larger firm
e.g. the entrepreneurs had early experience working in an incubating firm. The
subcontractors had a limited customer base and they co-evolved with their prime
contractors and new customers were not actively sought. Even though some of the firms
were also producing own products in the 1980s, the identity as a subcontractor was well
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understood. The firms were strongly process orientated and new operations and
capabilities were gradually added. None of the subcontractors had their own R&D or
supplier network. Some subcontractors (case III and I) were strategically heading
towards becoming system suppliers though they did not have yet have the resources and
capabilities needed in this strategy. In the early stage of development the subcontractors
were usually very agile. When the volume increased the volume and mix flexibility
became more important. The growth of subcontractors was strongly connected to the
timing and financial resources to acquire capacity (see case II and III). The problematics
of capacity acquiring could be summarised as “when the firm had free capacity there was
not demand and when there was demand also by new prime contractors there was not
free capacity”. All subcontractors studied had their own materials purchasing in the
1990’s though the materials management practices were not highly developed. Increased
sub-subcontracting and materials sourcing evidently raised the current assets especially,
because the transition of logistics management practices was inadequate.

14 The structure and management of the supply chain
The study followed up the development of subcontracting chains. Two main points of
interest were the adoption of lean supply model and the factors affected the
subcontracting chain structure.

Lean supply model
The case studies showed that some aspects of the lean supply model were well adopted
among the firm: the sourcing decisions were based on single or parallel sourcing and
long term relations with subcontractors were established. The supplier structure was
stable and competition between the members of a value stream was not notable. The
main difference to the lean supply model was in supplier development and supply chain
management practices. The lean supply model also highlights the role of subcontractors
as a source of innovation. The subcontractors studied were in general very willing to
increase their involvement in product and process development. However, prime
contractors did not utilize the innovativeness of subcontractors enough. The interaction
between the subcontractors and the OEM were concentrated on problem solving and little
interaction on the strategic or network level existed. In the cases studied, especially in
case II and III, there was a need for deeper interaction on strategic investments. The
openness to discuss over strategic plans especially investments in processes and facilities
seemed to be one of the key issues in partnerships. It is also argued that innovativeness of
the subcontractors increases if they have more than one strong prime contractor. This is a
most important factor instead of dependability, why especially the incubating, prime
contractors should encourage their subcontractors to have a wide customer base.
In the cases studied there was very little evidence either of the cascade or intervention
type of supplier network development. The intervention strategy was becoming more
common among large companies (see case III). The idea of cascade information flow and
supplier development may not be relevant in the manufacturing context studied, because
the limited skills and resources of subcontractors and minor number of tiers within
supplier networks. One of the findings of the study was, that even without any planned
development activities, the logistics practices as well as inefficiencies are often adopted
from the incubating prime contractor. The role of supplier integration tools such, as
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supplier associations, should be seen in the future as a mechanism to transfer strategic
information and stimulate organisational leaning and changes.
The research showed that subcontracting chains develop over a time. This also means
that the activity of the supplier development and methods should vary with time. In the
lean supply context subcontracting is always a long-term decision, even though the
position and importance of different subcontractors could differ during the evolution
process. In order to find best practices for managing the supply chain, the stages of
evolution of the subcontractors' business should be recognised. The future decisions on
subcontracting are generally built on the existing supplier base. In a lean supply
environment the supplier selection could be based on the assessment of the
subcontractor’s evolution stage. That way the best position for each supplier within the
network could be defined.
This study followed the lean management approach as a theoretical framework to
study subcontracting as a form of SCM. The lean concept especially offers tools to
analyse the product structure, materials and information flow within chains. The research
proved that the subcontractors’ decisions over their manufacturing strategy have a long
lasting influence on the relationships. The research highlighted the importance of
understanding the product structure and manufacturing strategy concept when the
supplier chain decisions are made. The studies on the subcontracting and chain
management have so far mostly concentrated on big OEMs e.g. automobile industries
which have had a strong position over the suppliers and wide knowledge of different
technologies. This research also studied cases where the OEM had not a powerful
position over the subcontractors and had limited knowledge on the sourced technologies.
The question of the leadership of a lean enterprise becomes essential in this environment.
The leader is considered here to be the firm that monitors the total value stream and
launches the development their acts. Newly established firms have in principal two
options to create their supplier chain. The firm could try to co-operate with a system
supplier of larger firms or develop its own subcontracting network based on small, equalsized companies. In the first case the leader should be the system supplier and in the
second the OEM has more responsibilities for its own development.

The structure of subcontracting chain
The production volume and product structure and supplier base was found to be the most
important factors that had an effect on the subcontracting chain structure. Increased
volume with less variety seems to demand a more stable supplier chain and smaller
number of direct subcontractors. The growth of the end customers changes the
subcontracting chain structure towards a more tiered structure. The increased volume
also makes it possible to assign materials purchasing to subcontractors while the volume
of orders increases and the power over materials distributors grows. In addition, the
modification of the product structure quite often changes the structure of the supplier
chain. The third important point is the subcontractors’ resources and capabilities. The
study pointed out that the outsourcing decisions are tied up with the operational
capabilities and financial resources of the subcontractors. In figure 22 the factors
affecting the subcontracting chain structure are summarised.
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SUBCONTRACTORS
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Fig. 22. Factors affecting the subcontracting chain structure.

In the case of the companies the starting point for the subcontracting chain
development during the last decade has been a broad supplier base in which the OEM is
responsible for materials and component purchasing. This model might be applicable in a
situation where a high variety of items are offered to the customers and a limited input of
materials is common. The subcontractors are often highly technology-oriented specialists
in discrete processes. High flexibility and short lead times are required from
subcontractors, because the material flow should be effective. On the other hand, the
practice of offering free-issued materials seems to cause problems related to the
inventory and quality control of materials within the chain.
High fluctuation of the demand and/or product complexity usually demands high mix
and volume flexibility from the supply chain. In these cases prime contractor prefers a
broad supplier chain e.g. the so-called star-shaped form and maintains the control of the
materials by themselves in order to maintain purchasing power. To organise the
purchasing of materials and components is one of the critical factors in the chain
management. In general two opposite strategies are used so, that either purchasing is
centralised by the OEM or decentralised to all subcontractors independently. Both of
these strategies seem to have disadvantages.
The tiered structure started to form by assigning first materials and secondly parts to
the subcontractors. The tiered structure could be developed through two steps: Firstly, the
supply network is reorganised so that some of the suppliers become second-tier suppliers
or secondly, the system suppliers started to develop their own supplier base. The process
of assigning manufacturing to subcontractors happened gradually and included many
critical points, which are not generally recognised. First, more working capital is needed
from subcontractors. Secondly, it is difficult to create a tiered structure if no co-operation
exists with suppliers beforehand. Thirdly, the increased span of operations changes the
manufacturing strategy of the subcontractors demanding new production planning and
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sourcing practices from the companies. This transformation process could cause
unexpected delivery and quality problems.
The research supports the earlier studies on the European subcontracting structure.
The “tier” of the supplier indicates the position in the supplier chain compared to the
OEM. The influence of a subcontractor within the chain is not dependent on the tier
position. The subcontractor could also possess a different tier position within different
value streams at the same time. The OEMs were in general involved in all tiers,
especially in small supplier networks. The problems of a tiered structure seemed to be
strongly related to the information flow. A longer chain courses delays and gaps in the
information flow. In general, this is observed as a bullwhip effect when the value stream
is studied. Also, a tiered structure increases the number of actors involved in the
information flow and the distance between the subcontractors and end customers
increases causing e.g. quality problems. In order to manage the information flow the cooperation in product development stage and group based supplier development tools are
the two main concepts in the lean supply model.

15 The evolution of the subcontractors
The research followed up the evolution of the subcontractors that co-evolve with their
OEMs. It is argued that in order to find best practices for managing the subcontracting
chain, the stages of evolution of the subcontractors' business should be recognised. Also,
the effects of the span-of-operations changes made by the OEM should also be analysed
from the subcontractors’ point of view. The research studied subcontract manufacturers,
which had limited resources and whose success is dependent on the effectiveness of their
production. The manufacturing strategy theory was found to be a useful framework to
analyse and describe manufacturing companies.
In this study the subcontractors were classified into four basic strategies: part supplier,
component supplier, specialist supplier and system supplier. The subcontractors studied
were considered to be part and component suppliers in their stage of evolution. This
study argues that the growth of the subcontractors could happen through two paths. In
case studies (case I and III) the subcontractors were increasing their span of operations
adding new kind of processes and materials purchasing. In most cases studied (case I and
III) a small part manufacturer increases the span of operations gradually as well as
production volume and offers more services to the prime contractor. The other strategy
was shown in case II, when the subcontractor maintain in its basic operations, increasing
volume in specific technology. The growth process of the subcontractors from a part
manufacturer towards a system supplier is described in figure 23. The evolution process
includes transitions that change the management practices within companies and the
chain. In the first stage the studied subcontractors were in general part manufacturers
producing parts or assemblies according the drawings of the prime contractor. The
materials could be free-issued or the subcontractor had their own purchasing of basic
materials. The agility and mix flexibility are in general the basis for the competence of a
part manufacturer. In second stage the subcontractor takes more responsibility for
materials and sub-subcontracting e.g. the number of operations offered to the prime
contractors increases. In this transition process the materials management skills become
important. Also, the planning and control of the subcontractor’s production become more
complicating demanded new production control practices, while work-in-progress and
tied-up capital increases. The leanness of production became more critical when the
number of different operations increases. In general, the subcontractor has more active
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role in the product development process demanding method innovativeness from the
firm. In the third stage the number of operations and services offered to the prime
contractor increases. The system supplier usually manages its own network to some
extent, which demands integration capabilities. Also, the new operations such as testing
increase the financial resources needed by the subcontractor.
Specialist
Knowledge
R&D

Volume

System supplier
+ Integration, service and
R&D innovations,
financial and facility resources
Component Supplier
+ logistics management, purchasing
method innovations

Jobber

Part supplier
Span of operations

Fig. 23. The evolution process of subcontractors.

Capabilities of subcontractors
The research showed that the competitiveness of the subcontractors evolves gradually
starting from product and process quality and adding capabilities one by one. The study
strongly favoured the arguments that manufacturing firms should perform multiple
capabilities simultaneously. Figure 24 presents how the different capability variables
change when a subcontractor evolves towards a system supplier. Quality as defined in
this research is considered to be the base requirement not giving any competitive
advantage in the long run. The concept of flexibility of a subcontract manufacturer seems
to be both from the practical and theoretical point of view the most problematic. The
trade-off between mix and volume flexibility is one of the key issues in a subcontractor’s
manufacturing strategy. At an early stage of the evolution the subcontractor’s
competitiveness is in general based on agility e.g. ability to manufacture a variety of
items in a short time span. The increased span-of-operations and volume usually
decreases the short-term flexibility. The component and system suppliers usually want to
focus on a limited customer and product base in order to diminish complexity.
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The innovativeness of the subcontract manufacturer could perform in different forms
and evolves gradually as shown in figure 23. One of the main challenges of a lean
environment is how the innovativeness of the single firm will benefit the whole chain.
The co-operation in the research and development has become more acceptable during
the 1990’s though the forms of exploiting subcontractors in the product development
seemed to be still very limited. The cases studied support the fact that a subcontractor
should be a part of multiple value streams of different customers. Learning and
transferring knowledge from one stream to another should be one of the key advantages
of networks. High dependability on one prime contractor could limit the innovativeness
within the firm or a single plant. This is a reason why product plants focused only on one
customer may not be the best manufacturing strategy for a subcontract manufacturer.

Capabilities

Service

Integration

Innovation

Volume flexibility

Mix flexibility

Agility
Quality

Part supplier

Component supplier

System supplier

Fig. 24. The added capabilities of subcontractors.

Integration e.g. ability to integrate new products and processes is an important
capability of a component and system supplier. The integration could happen through
intra- or out-sourcing of new operations. The subcontractors studied favoured intrasourcing mostly because of undeveloped co-operation with potential collaborators. Also,
the small subcontractors in general have very limited resources or skills for sourcing. To
offer service as defined in this research has not been yet common among subcontractors.
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The integration and service are typically capabilities which increase the OEM’s
dependence on the subcontractor and add to the value of the relationship. On the other
hand flexibility and innovation had a straightforward effect on the subcontractor’s
effectiveness.

Generic strategies for a subcontractor
As argued earlier, the stage of evolution and demands of subcontractors should be
recognised in order to develop the subcontracting chain. So far there is no unambiguous
criteria to define the stages: part supplier, component supplier, specialist supplier and
system supplier. In figure 25 a conceptual model is proposed for the features of the
generic strategies, which could be used as the basis for recognition. In is important to
notice that these strategies are not in any rank order; subcontractors of different stages
are favoured in separate chains.
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Specialist knowledge
R&D

Specialist supplier
· The subcontractor is responsible for the
complete design of parts or systems (e.g.
black-box design).
· Apart from high manufacturing
capabilities, R&D and customer support
are a source of core competencies.
· R&D and design resources can be
outsourced to some extent.
· The subcontractor’s position in hierarchy
can be first-tier or lower.

System supplier
·

·

·
·
·
·

The subcontractor offers prime contractor
complete product modules or systems including
packaging, testing and delivery to
the end customer.
Materials management capabilities are as
important as specialised manufacturing
capabilities.
The number of core customers is limited.
The communicative and interactive skills
become of utmost importance.
The importance of the subcontractor’s financial
resources increases.
The subcontractor has often an important role in
the design and R&D of subproducts.

Part supplier
· The subcontractor offers a limited number
of operations to its customers.
· Specialised manufacturing related
capabilities are firm’s key assets.
· Emphasised need for flexibility and speed
of response by the subcontractor.
· The subcontractor has usually many prime
contractors.
· The subcontractor can be involved in the
design of manufacturability of new
products.

Component supplier
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

The subcontractor increases the number of
operations offered to customers.
New technological resources could be
sourced either internally or externally.
The subcontractor also takes the
responsibility for materials and subproducts.
The subcontractor is able to manage own
supplier network.
Materials management capabilities become
more important.
The planning and production control of
subcontractor’s production becomes more
complicating.
The number of core customers is limited.

Span of operations

Fig. 25. Four generic strategies for a subcontractor.

16 Overview of results and implications for future study
The general aim of this study is to increase the understanding of the evolution process of
subcontracting chains and the managerial aspects connected with the subcontractors’
evolution. The framework of the research was based on the lean supply theory. The main
contribution of the thesis can be summarised as:
- The study clarifies the terms connected to subcontracting (Ch 5, Ch 8 and Ch 15)
- The evolution of subcontracting chains and problems of this process was highlighted
(Ch 14). The main points affecting the structure were discussed (Ch 3, Ch 7, Fig. 22).
The process of forming tiered subcontracting chain was demonstrated (Ch 7, Ch 14).
- The main areas where the subcontracting practices differed from the lean supply
theory were demonstrated (Ch 13).
- The process of assigning manufacturing to subcontractors happened gradually and
included critical points, which are highlighted in the study (Ch 13, Ch 14). The
research proved that the evolution stage, especially the manufacturing strategy, of
subcontractors should be recognised, when supply chain decisions are made.
- The evolution model of subcontractors from small part manufacturer towards system
suppliers was presented (Fig. 23). The competitiveness of the subcontractors evolves
gradually starting from quality and adding other capabilities one by one (Fig. 24). A
conceptual model for different stages of subcontractors was created (Fig 25).

Based on the study some contributions to lean supply theory are:
- The openness to discuss on the strategic level seemed to be one of the key issues in
partnerships. The information sharing and supplier development were the main areas
where studied supply practices differed from the lean model.
- The structure of supplier chains varies over a time and thus the activity of the supplier
development and methods should vary with time.
- In order to develop and define the role of subcontractors, the manufacturing strategy
and evolution stage of subcontractors should be recognised.
- More attention should be paid on the question of leadership within chains.
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Managerial implications
Based on the results on this study the following managerial issues should be paid
attention:
- The OEM and subcontractors should recognise the value streams of products and the
structure of the operating supply network. Different mapping tools should be used to
analyse and describe the network.
- The development of a tiered structure is a long-term process and a group-based
approach is needed in order to develop and integrate suppliers. The assignment of new
operations to subcontractors causes many changes in logistical practices. The
evolution stage of the subcontractors should be evaluated during this process.
- The OEM or the system supplier should accept his role as a leader of the supply
network. This means that the firm takes over the initiative on the supply network
development.
- A subcontractor should define its manufacturing strategy and position within chains.
The resources and managerial capabilities needed for span-of-operations changes
should be recognised.
- To increase the flexibility within the chain and manufacturing firms the principles of
JIT-production should more actively carried out.

Theoretical implications for future studies
From the point of view of theory, there are several research directions to be taken. First,
the supply network management issues concerning supplier chain structure and
management practices should be studied in separate industries with different product
structure and demand situations. So far most research has been single or cross-sectional
case studies with a short-term time span. In order to increase understanding of the
partnerships and problematic with chain management, more long-term perspective should
be applied. Also the concept of the lean enterprise is still undeveloped. Clearly new
evaluation and analysis tools for the network operations and development are needed. An
important issue for the logistics research of the future is how to optimise the sourcing and
inventories within different networks.
Even though agile and lean production is a very popular issue, there have been very
few empirical studies on the flexibility and process positioning so far. Especially in the
Finnish high tech industry the problematics of make-or-buy and how to maintain
flexibility are important issues. One interesting area for research is the growth/decrease
of manufacturing firms with regard to the manufacturing strategy and network cooperation.
Network research is a topical area in different fields of research. This study tried to
cover a quite wide area with different research approaches connected to subcontracting.
A more focused approach would have increased the internal validity of the study. The
results and conclusions presented are only valid in the industrial and time context studied
and they do not describe the current situation within the firms. The findings cannot be
generalised to theoretical models. They introduce new knowledge on the changing
process of supply chains and small subcontractors. As such the utility of the work is to
give rise to new ideas and further studies on subcontracting. The contrasting of different
theories and approaches might extend and enhance the available knowledge of the
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evolution of subcontracting and chain management. On the other hand the modern
manufacturing paradigm based on networking is a very complex phenomenon both from
the theoretical and managerial point of view. A sharp research focus and approach should
be required from future studies.
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Alihankintatutkimus

Vastaaja: _____________________,
Kuinka hyvin arvioisitte tuntevanne seuraavat yritykset?

Wireproducts
(ent. Sotkamon Johdin)
Nokia Telecomm.
(FAS, Haukipudas)

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

erinomaisesti

hyvin

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Kuinka tärkeitä yhteistyökumppaneita seuraavat yritykset ovat olleet?
ei

jonkin verran melko

tärkeä

meritystä

merkitystä

tärkeä

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

erittäin
Wireproducts
(ent. Sotkamon Johdin)
Nokia Telecomm.
(FAS, Haukipudas)

tärkeä

Kuinka olettaisitte yhteistyön kehittyvän näiden yritysten kanssa tulevaisuudessa?:

Wireproducts
(ent. Sotkamon Johdin)
Nokia Telecomm.
(FAS, Haukipudas)

ei
merkitystä

vähenee

pysyy
ennallaan

kasvaa

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Kuinka monta vuotta uskoisitte liikesuhteen (hankinta/myynti) vielä kestävän:
- Wireproducts
- Nokia, FAS

________ v.
________ v.

kasvaa
merkittävästi

Alihankintakysely alihankkijalle: Arvioitava päähankkija ________________
1. Arvioikaa, kuinka hyvin omasta mielestänne tunnette __________________

1.1 ostoista vastaavan henkilöstön
1.2 tuotekehityshenkilöstön
1.3. yrityksen johdon
1.4. markkinoinnin
1.5 asiakasryhmät
1.6 toimintaperiaatteet (esim. liikeidea)
1.7 markkinatilanteen
1.8 uudet tuotekehityshankkeet
1.9 lopputuotteiden käyttökohteet

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2. Kuinka hyvin arvioisitte saaneenne tietoa______________ seuraavista seikoista:

2.1 kysynnän vaihteluista
2.2 toimitusaikamuutoksista
2.3 tuotemuutoksista
2.4 laatuvaatimuksista
2.5 kysyntätilanteesta pitkällä
aikajänteellä (esim. seuraava vuosi)
2.6 tuotekehityshankkeista
2.7 alihankintapolitiikasta
2.8 tuotteiden hintakehityksestä
2.9 muutoksista yrityksissä
(esim. henkilöstön vaihdokset)

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

3. Minkä verran olette saaneet apua tai tietoa ________________ seuraavien seikkojen
kehittämiseksi omassa yrityksessänne:

3.1 laatujärjestelmän kehittäminen
3.2 laadun parantaminen tuotannossa
3.3 tuotannon ohjauksen
kehittäminenn
3.4 oman ostotoiminnan kehittäminen
3.5 omien kustannusten alentaminen
3.6 laitehankintojen suunnittelu
3.7 tuotantoteknisten ongelmien
ratkaiseminen
3.8 uusien asiakaskontaktien löytäminen
3.9 uusien toimittajien löytäminen
3.10 alan tekniikan seuraaminen
3.11 kustannuslaskennan kehittäminen

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

Alihankintakysely päähankkijalle: Arvioitava alihankkija ________________
1. Arvioikaa, kuinka hyvin omasta mielestänne tunnette __________________

1.1 työntekijät
1.2 omistajat/omistuspohjan
1.3. yrityksen johdon
1.4. markkinoinnin
1.5 asiakasryhmät
1.6 toimintaperiaatteet (esim. liikeidea)
1.7 markkinatilanteen
1.8 suunnitteilla olevat kehityshankkeet
1.9 tuotantotekniikan

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2. Kuinka hyvin arvioisitte saaneenne tietoa______________ seuraavista seikoista:

2.1 kapasiteettitilanteesta
2.2 toimitusaikamuutoksista
2.3 tuotteissa tarvittavista muutoksista
2.4 laatuvaatimuksista
2.5 kapasiteettimuutoksista pitkällä
aikajänteellä (esim. seuraava vuosi)
2.6 kehityshankkeista
2.7 asiakaspolitiikasta
2.8 kustannusten kehittymisestä
2.9 muutoksista yrityksissä
(esim. henkilöstön vaihdokset)

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

3. Minkä verran olette saaneet apua tai tietoa ________________ seuraavien seikkojen
kehittämiseksi omassa yrityksessänne:

3.1 laatujärjestelmän kehittäminen
3.2 laadun parantaminen
3.3 tuotannon ohjattavuuden
parantaminen
3.4 alihankintatoiminnan kehittäminen
3.5 kustannusten alentaminen
3.6 tuotekehitysideoiden kehittäminen
3.7 tuotantoteknisten ongelmien
ratkaiseminen
3.8 uusien asiakaskontaktien löytäminen
3.9 uusien toimittajien löytäminen
3.10 alan tekniikan seuraaminen
3.11 kustannuslaskennan kehittäminen

emme
lainkaan

joten
kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
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ALIHANKINTATUTKIMUS
2.4.1996

Vastaaja: Koneistamo Alm
Kuinka hyvin arvioisitte tuntevanne seuraavat yritykset?
emme
joten melko
lainkaan kuten hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

Prohimek
Sensodec
ent. Sotkamon Johdin
Elektrostep

Kuinka yritykset
tuntevat
Koneistamo Almin?

Kuinka tärkeitä yhteistyökumppaneita seuraavat yritykset ovat olleet?
ei
merkitystä

jonkin
melko
erittäin
verran
tärkeä
tärkeä
merkitystä
tärkeä

Prohimek
Sensodec
ent. Sotkamon Johdin
Elektrostep

Kuinka tärkeä
yhteistyökumppani
Koneistamo Alm
on yrityksille?

Kuinka olettaisitte yhteistyön kehittyvän näiden yritysten kanssa tulevaisuudessa?
ei
merkitystä

vähenee pysyy kasvaa kasvaa
ennallaan
merkittävästi

Prohimek
Sensodec
ent. Sotkamon Johdin
Elektrostep
Kuinka monta vuotta uskoisitte liikesuhteen (hankinta / myynti) vielä kestävän?
Elektrostep, Sensodec, Sotkamon Johdin, Prohimek; kaikki yli 1 v.

Kuinka yhteistyö
kehittyy Koneistamo
Almin kanssa
tulevaisuudessa?

Kuinka tärkeitä
yhteistyökumppaneita
seuraavat yritykset
ovat olleet?

5

x Sensodec

4

x Prohimek, Sotkamon Johdin,
Elektrostep

3
2
1
0

1

2

3

Kuinka tärkeä yhteis- 5
työkumppani Koneistamo Alm on ollut
4
yrityksille?
3

Kuinka hyvin tunnette
5 seuraavat yritykset?

x Prohimek, Sensodec

2

x Elektrostep

1
0

4

x Sotkamon Johdin
1

2

3

4

Kuinka hyvin yritykset tun5 tevat Koneistamo Almin?

5
4
Kuinka olettaisitte
yhteistyön kehittyvän
3
näiden yritysten
kanssa tulevaisuudessa?
2

x Prohimek, Sotkamon Johdin,
Elektrostep
x Sensodec

1
0

1

2

3

4

Kuinka yritykset
olettavat yhteistyön
5
kehittyvän Koneistamo
Almin kanssa
4
tulevaisuudessa?

x Prohimek

3
2

Kuinka tärkeitä yhteistyö5 kumppaneita seuraavat
yritykset ovat olleet?

x Elektrostep

x Sensodec

x Sotkamon Johdin

1
0

Vastaaja Koneistamo Alm

1

2

3

4

Kuinka tärkeä yhteistyö5 kumppani Koneistamo
Alm on ollut yrityksille?

1. Arvioikaa, kuinka hyvin omasta mielestänne tunnette Sensodecin.
emme joten
lainkaan kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

1.1 ostoista vastaavan henkilön
1.2 tuotekehityshenkilöstön
1.3 yrityksen johdon
1.4 markkinoinnin
1.5 asiakasryhmät
1.6 toimintaperiaatteet (esim. liikeidea)
1.7 markkinatilanteen
1.8 uudet tuotekehityshankkeet
1.9 lopputuotteiden käyttökohteet

Kuinka hyvin
Sensodec
tuntee Koneistamo
Almin?

2. Kuinka hyvin arvioisitte saaneenne tietoa Sensodeciltä seuraavista seikoista?
emme joten
lainkaan kuten

melko
hyvin

hyvin

erinomaisesti

2.1 kysynnän vaihteluista
2.2 toimitusaikamuutoksista
2.3 tuotemuutoksista
2.4 laatuvaatimuksista
2.5 kysynnästä pitkällä aikajänteellä
(esim. seuraava vuosi)
2.6 tuotekehityshankkeista
2.7 alihankintapolitiikasta
2.8 tuotteiden hintakehityksestä
2.9 muutoksista yrityksissä
(esim. henkilöstön vaihdokset)

Kuinka hyvin
Sensodec on
saanut tietoa
Koneistamo
Almilta?

3. Minkä verran olette saaneet Sensodeciltä apua tai tietoa seuraavien seikkojen kehittämiseksi
yrityksessänne?
emme joten
lainkaan kuten
3.1 laatujärjestelmän kehittäminen
3.2 laadun parantaminen tuotannossa
3.3 tuotannon ohjauksen kehittäminen
3.4 oman ostotoiminnan kehittäminen
3.5 omien kustannusten alentaminen
3.6 laitehankintojen suunnittelu
3.7 tuotantoteknisten ongelmien
ratkaiseminen
3.8 uusien asiakaskontaktien löytäminen
3.9 uusien toimittajien löytäminen
3.10 alan tekniikan seuraaminen
3.11 kustannuslaskennan kehittäminen

melko hyvin
hyvin

erinomaisesti
Minkä verran
Sensodec on
saanut apua
tai tietoa
Koneistamo
Almilta?

